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The study of CoAl and FeAl compounds has been developed along
two directions:
-on the one hand, it is shown that results on magnetic susceptibility
and specific heat at low temperature on (NiCo)Al and (COFe)Al ternary
alloys are in good agreement with band calculations obtained by var-
ious authors;
-on the other hand, our results on magnetization and specific heat
under field at low temperature on non-stoichiometric compounds show
clearly the importance of the nearest neighbor effects. In case of
COAL, the isolated cobalt atoms substituted to aluminum are char-
acterized by a Kondo behavior (Tk=1.7 K) and for FeAl, the isolated
extra iron atoms are magnetic andpolarize the matrix. Moreover, for
the two compounds, clusters of higher order play a considerable part
in the magnetic properties: for CoAl, these clusters also seem to be
characterized by a Kondo behavior (Tk=0.1 K); for FeAl, these clus-
ters, whose moment is higher than in the case of isolated atoms,
could be constituted of excess pairs of iron atoms.
Introduction	 /3
CoAl and FeAl are ordered isomorphic compounds of simple cub _c
structure of type B 2
 isotypes of CsCL, miscible in any proportions.
These compounds have largely been studied within the last few years,
the interest which they have aroused resulting principally from their
behavior on the plane of magnetic properties. These are indeed non-
magnetic when hey are stoichiometric. Very strong magnetic suscepti-
bilities (=10 . uem/mole) are on the same order as for transition
metals. When we substitute extra transition atoms for aluminum atoms,
recent experiments demonstrate that these atoms surrounded by nearest
neighbors of the same nature are carriers of a moment, and that more-
over they polarize their immediate surroundings. The study of mag-
netic properties of extra atoms is thus of the same nature as the
study of an impurity in a transition metal.
This work presents a study of these standardized compounds which
was developed following two directions:
-study of the pro p erties connected to the structure of bands of stoi-
chiometric compounds;
iF
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-study of the properties conncected to the magnetic behavior of the
extra transition atoms.
In both cases, our contribution includes measurements of speci-
fic heat at low temperature supported by measurements of magnetiza-
tion.
The experimental studies conducted on these compounds demon-
strates the quasi-permenent presence of defects of crystallographic
structure which, as we are going to see, have considerable signifi-
cance on the physical properties. It is, from this fact, very diffi-
cult to have precise data on the structure of bands. Nevertheless,
analysis of the specific heat and magnetic susceptibility results al-
low us to provide some data. Our study on ternary alloys Ni 
_X 	 Al
and Fe
	
Co Al demonstrate that the results obtained for sucA a meth-
od are l well x expalined from the structure of bands of TRA1 compounds
(TR-Ni, Co, Fe) calculated by Connoly-Johnson [1] and Moruzzi-Wil-
liams-Janak [2'.
The pinpoint defects which occur in these compounds are either
from transition atoms by substitution on the aluminum sub-lattice or
from transition gaps. The presence of such defects has been clearly
demonstrated experimentally by joint measurements of lattice and den-
sity parameters [3] and [4]. The existence of these defects can re-
sult in intrinsic disordering, which primarily depends on the thermal
history of the sample, either from discrepancies in stoichiometry or
from both at once. The magnetic characteristics of extra transition
atoms are explained by the effects of local surroundings: the elec-
tronic stuucture at the level of a specific atom depends primarily on
the nature of its nearest neighbors, which principally is made to oc-
cur from interactions at short distance between atoms. For the CoAl
alloy, we have clearly demonstrated Kondo type behavior for the extra
isolated cobalt atoms. Our measurements have demonstrated moreover
the particular behavior of higher order clusters, certain of which at
least appear to also have Kondo behavior. For FeAl alloys, the re-
sults are simpler: our measurements demonstrate the establishment of
gigantic moments around the iron atoms isolated by substitutioi:.
Analysis of our experimental results for this alloy do not exclude
the presence of higher order clusters, but the precision of our mea-
surements do not allow us to characterize them very precisely.
AChapter 1
Experimental Techniques
In order to accomplish this work, we have used two techniques:
calorimetry at low temperature with and without field, and measure-
ments of magnetization with weak and strong field. We will stress
most particularly in this section the installation for magnetization
in strong field which we have constructed. The other devices will. be
described more concisely.
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1-Mechanical contact;2 -Support screen;
3-Ge probe ; 4-Thermocouple ; 5-Heating
resistors ; 6-Sample;7 -Screen;8 -Screw;
9-Liquid helium,
Key: A -Vacuum
I.1. Calorimetry At Low Temperature Without Field
For our measurements, we have used a calorimeter which covers a
range of temperatures going from approximately 1.5°K to 18°K. This
apparatus can receive samples of several cm in order to obtain good
precision on the measurements. We give in this section its descrip-
tion and the calibration method.
I.1.A. Description (figure 1)
Figure 1. Diagram of principle
AVId°^^
	 of calorimetry with field.
It concerns an adiabatic calorimeter. The thermically isolated
sample is cooled beforehand to the temperature of the helium bath
through the intermediary of a mechanical contact. We measure the in-
crease of temperature ( approximately 0.1°K) which produces a local-
ized energy flux with time.
The sample, thermometer, and heating device are interconnected
with a copper sample-holder. The sample is placed in thermal contact
with the sample-holder through the intermediary of a molybdenum screw
of low specific heat. This arrangement allows good reproducibility 	 /5
of the calorific capacity of these accessories which it will be ne-
cessary to measure in order to obtain the specific heat of the sam-
ple.
The essential points for good functionning of the apparatus are
thus: thermal isolation, measurement of the temperature and energy
flux.
a) Thermal Isolation
The perturbation of heat fluxes on the sample correspond to
3
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three types of processes: a) gaseous convection and conduction	 )
radiation, and y) solid conduction. It is thus a question of minimi-
zing them or compensating for them.
a) Gaseous Convection and Conduction
In order to overcome gaseous convection, it suffices to arrange
in a chamber whose water - tightness is very accurately ensured for the
portion submerged in the helium bath-the loss from leakage increases
very notably when the helium becomes superfluid. This chamber is
evacuated by an auxiliary pump equipped with a liquid n_ bit• rogen trap,
which allows us to attain a vacuum o f approximately 10	 when the
calorimeter is at ambient temperature.
(^) Radiation
I
In the realm of temperature explored, transfers by radiation be-
tween the sample and its close surroundings are low. Only actually
of importance are the fluxes originating from the portions ut higher
temperatures or close to ambient. The calorimeter is equipped to
this end with a radiation trap which intercepts the flux originating
from the draining by pumping of the chamber.
y) Conduction
We will distinguish the transfers which are produced with the
heated portions from those which are produced with the cooled por-
tions. Indeed, for these last, the thermal flux which depends on the
temperature of the sample produces ifferent drifts before and after
heating. This effect thus affects the precision of the extrapola-
tions. In order to minimize the conduction originating from heated
portions, the measurement wires which descend the lengthof the drain-
ing by pumping are coiled on copper rods interconnected with the
radiation trap.
The measurement wires are then wound on a thermal mass whose
temperature is controlled in a fashion to maintain it at a value
very slightly lower than that of the sample, which allows us to com-
pensate for the effects which could lead to heating of this. In or-
der to detect the deviation in temperature, we use a Ag-AuPe differ-
ential thermocouple (sensitivity: 5uV/°K). A low noise amplifier
(0.01 IV) allows us to obtain a signal of sufficient level in order
to be used by a regulation cable; this last sends a current into a
winding arranged on the thermal mass.
It is possible, by slightly lowering the temperature of the
thermal mass in relation to that of the sample, to compensate the
1	 residual effects of conduction by measurement wires whose end is at
ambient temperature.
W
it is possible to adapt, on the thermal mass, a thermal screen
which even reduces transfers by convection or radiation between the
sample and chamber, which is at the temperature of the bath.
b	 Measurement of Temperature
If we seek a precision greater than 10 -2 on the measurements of
specific heat, it is necessary to be able to measure the increase of
temperature (=0.1°K associated with the he4tflux with the same pre-
cision, a precision of approximately 3 . 10 °K on the measurement of
temperature. The method used is determination of the resistance of a
germanium probe attached on the sample-holder. Germanium has been
preferred to carbon because it is insensitive to thermal cycling be-
tween the temperature of helium and ambient temperature. Calibration
of the probe is thus made once for all of them. This calibration, if
it must be made by direct methods (determination of vapor pressures
of helium, or gas thermometer) was very delicate at the level of
precisionsought: it is necessary that the relative error on the
temperature be less than 0.5-10 - 	 The resistance of the probe is
measured by a standard potentiometri.c method (measurement of the
pressure of the limits of the probe, and at the limits of a sample
resistor mounted in series). These measurements are made at a rela-
tively low level on a Hewlett-Packard digital voltmeter (precision:
2 pV) in a fashion to reduce the current which travels through the
thermometer (beyond a certain level the dispersions produce a dif-
ference of temperature between the probe and sample).
c) Production and Measurement of the IIeating Flux
The heating winding, in constantan wire, is coiled on the sam-
ple holder. It is fed by a continuous 4V source. A resistor ar-
ranged in series allows us to very the current and a 100 P shunt en-
sures the measurement of it. The measurement of pressure is ensured
by two wires connected to the end of the winding. The flux dissi-
pated is thus determined as the product of the current by the pres-
sure and by the heating time.
d) Cooling
. Cooling is carried out in two stages. On the one hand, cooling
with liquid nitrogen, then after having expelled the nitrogen, cool-
ing with helium. In order to bring the sample to the desired tem-
perature, we temporarily disrupt its thermal isolation by forming
the mechanical contact connecting the sample to the thermal mass.
This is permanently connectedto the pieces in contact with the bath
by a braid and three colonnettes constituted by stainless steel
tubes of low thickness.
/6
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I.1.B. Calibration
Calibration of the thermometer is very delicate to accomplish
for the installations of measurement of specific heat. Indeed, in
order to commit a relative error less than 10 - on the measurement
of specific heat, it is necessary that the calibration e_ Jrror com-
mitted on the temperature did not vary more than 0.5 . 10 °K between
two temperatures separated by 0.1°K (deviation of temperature asso-
ciated with the heating time) and that tie relative error on the ab-
solute temperature is lower than 0.5 . 10 °K. in order to obtain
this realm of precision, the simplest method consists of using as
calibration measurement the measurement of specific heat of a sample
which is very well known. Calibration has been based principally
on nickel which possesses a high specific heat, which improves the
reproducibility. For this substance, the most precise and most re-
cent experimental data published to date are those of Dixon at al.
[5] reinterpreted by Bower et al. [6] and which lead to a specific
heat of the type:
C=yT+(iT3+aT3/ 2
a=0.029 mJ/K5/ 4mole
0 =0.01848 mJ/K mole
y-7.024 mJ/K mole
Unfortunatley, Dixon et al. limited themselves to temperatures
included between 1.2 and 4.2°K, while nickel can not furnish us with
calibration in the higher range of temperature (4.2-18°K). Another
calibration was necessary for these temperatures: we are making ese
of the copper sample of the 1965 calorimetry conferen.:e [7].
These calibrations allow us to determine a function of thermo-
metric error q)(0) where 6) is the measured temperature, and to thus
go up to the true specific heat C(8).for the temperature 6 through
the expressions
Cmeasured(8)=C(0)[1+T(6)]
I.2. Calorimetry Under Magnetic Field
A supplementary study by calorimetry under field was necessary
for certain of our alloys. We have used a calorimeter designed to
function with a supercoating coil furnishing magnetic fields attain-
ing 65 kOe. The solutionsto the problems which are posed by the
perfecting of this apparatus are identical (with some close varia-
tions to which we will return) to those of the calorimeter previ-
ously described. Other problems specificto the apparatus will be 	 /7
developed in this paragrarh: the self-sufficiency of the coil, the
problem of bulkiness connected to the low diameter of the coil, the
magnet• oresistanr_e of the thermometers and the extraneous electro-
motive forces induced within the circuits of measurement of vibra-
tion within the field of the coil.
6
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a) Problem of Self--Sufficiency in Helium of the Coil
We have at first a compromise to make for the dimensions of the
current leads of the coil. If their cross-section is too low, they
casue evaporation of the helium bath by Joule effect in the opposite
case, this by solid conduction since the surroundings reheat the
bath. However, the measurement at temperatures lower than 4.2°K
which, before the manipulation, require a preliminary pumping time
and placement of the sample in thermal equilibrium, must be carried
out in a simple phase, since new siphoning would produce resumption
of these operations. We have been induced to adopt the arrangement
represented in figure 2: the calorimeter is cooled by conduction,
by a small interior bath, wJth extremely reduced consumption since
all the walls which surround it are thermalized by the helium bath
of the coil. The measurement wires cross the interior bath, which
eliminates the p:- oblems of conduction from the surroundings.
i
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Figure 2. Diagram of the calorimeter under
field.
a-superconducting coil;b-•interior bath;c-exterior
bath (coil);d-laboratory chamber.
is
6) Bulkiness
Since we have investig..ted high fields with this apparatus,
which leads to reduced useful spaces (interior diamter of the coil
equal to 40 mm), we have omitted the screen, by compensating for
radiation and gaseous conductionoriginating from cooled portions
through modification of the discrepancy of temperature between the
sample and the thermal mass of the screen. This last continues to
exist, and its temperature is reduced to that of the sample as we
described in I.IA (y).
-r
y) Perturbation of Measurements by the Field,
We have had to take:,nto account displacement of the measurement
wires, particularly those of the thermocouple, screen regulation,
and thermometers, in the field of the coil. Thesedisplacements
would induce extraneous electromotive forces which we could reduce
by suspending the calorimeter by flexible connections and by adopt-
ing a stretched out arrangement for the sae:iple-holder. Despite
these precautions, there continued to exist unacceptable noise lev-
els on the screen regulation. We have been able to reduce them by
twisting the thermocouple and filtering the signal before amplifica-
tion.
Analogous effects occur within the thermometric circuits con- 	 L8
nected to ambient noises of the laboratory. It has been possible to
neutralize them by selecting a sufficiently low operating frequency
(20 Hz) for the detector of the measurement bridge of temperature
which in this apparatus functions in altaernating current.
d) Calibration
The effects of magnetoresistance under 55 kOe attained for ger-
manium have the value at 1.2 K: (pR_200%) [8]. This effect is not
reproducible since it depends on the relative orientation of the
pick-up and the field. We have thus preferred carbon thermometers
(Allen-Bradley resistors) which are clearly less sensitive (
R-107
with the same conditions) [9]. However, for these thermometers,
which are sensitive to thermal cycling between the surroundings and
low temperatures, it is necessary to proceed with calibration after
each cooling. Fortunately, these thermometers not being sensit.'!e
to thermal cyclings at low temperature, we have used the following
procedure:
1) Calibrations carried out on the sample of known specific heat,
independent of the magnetic field, have the function of determining
on the one hand the calibration errors in zero field of the german-
ium thermometer (same procedure as for the previously described cal-
1	 orimeter), and on the other hand, the value as a function of the
field and the temperature of the coefficient of magnetoresistance of
the carbon thermometer. The standard which we have selected is zir-
conium [10]: this non-magnetic material is currently manufactured
for the needs of the nuclear industry with a very good level of 2 pur-
ity and offers a v4ry high electronic specific heat (y=2.8 mJ /K
mole; $=7.88 mJ /K mole).
2) At the start of each experiment, the two thermometers are com-
pared during the measurement of specific heat in zero field. The
experiments under field are made with the assistance of the carbon
thermometer, by making use of the values of the coefficient of mag-
netoresistance obtained from calibration measurements which we as-
sume are reproducible.
8
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I.3. Measurements of Magnetization
.11
Measurements of magnetization as a function of temperature have
been e p rried out with the assistance of two types of apparatus; the
first ises medium fields (11<10 kOe), the second allows us to carry
out measurements under very intense fields (11_55 k0e).
I.3.A. Apparatus for Measurements Using Fields Lower than 10 kOe fill
This apparatus allows us to macasure magnetizations by the
Curie-Faraday method, for fields lower than 10 IcOe and for a range
of temperature included between 2 and 300°K. We use a Varian elec-
tro-magnet, whose polar pieces have been cut in fashion so that the
square gradient of the field (2011)is constant with a volume on thedz
order of 1 cm 3 . It is thus not possible to very independently 11 and
dil. We verify, by displacing a sample following Oz, that the force
dz
is constant over approximatel y' 2 cm for a separation of polar pieces
of 3612 mm (figure 3). The characteristics of dll are given on the
fame figure.	 11dz
Y
V
`
'
^	 I
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Figure 3. Variation of 1,dH with the side z.d 
Key: 1-Electromagnet;2-Sample.
The force sustained by the sample is measured with the assist-
ance of an electronic microbalance (Sartorius type) which allowsus
to measure under vacuum variations of weight of 1 microgram with a
maxiumu load of 2 g. The functional principle of this balance is
the following: the Leam is interconnected with a coil B l placed in
the clearance of a permanent magnetization. Two coils B 2 and B3
9
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very close to B 1 and run through by a high frequency current served
by detectors of imbalance, this being translated by a variation of
impedance. This signal is transmitted to an electronic aasombly
which sends the current I into B 1 , inducing an intense tor q,u=) and
reestablishing the balance. The current I is proportional ?.o the
force inducing the imbalance. We can then directly read the appar-
ent weight of the sample on an amperemeter graduated in ug. This
is summarized by block diagram 4.
LY,r.nr C.'at i..e 1
U=	 U,
cctJn.•,.	 c«•FWn
.._may 1•.^. .=..^.., i .  ..._.....^
r+	 ^,	 u.	 it ^	 5
T9J IYT AIItR. •^. 4^1^. fr=4M^ p 9).Y'lY ^ .MM'r'.`T'IM.01N11
bl,cu 4	 1	 An 1
MOW nirr"re P1
Figure 4. Diagram of the
balance.
Key: 1-Detector coils;2-Permanent
magnet;3-Electronic assembly;4-
Beam;5-Axis.
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The cryostat (helium-nitrogen) used is a whetstone cryostat
(figure 5), the volume of liquid nitrogen in the whetsone has been
replaced by a copper screen. Finally a regulation cable serves to
obtain the intermediate temperatures between the fixed points (li- 	 10
quid helium: 4.2°K; liquid nitrogen: 77°K, and ambient tempera-
ture). This regulation is obtained by heating of a constantan wind-
ing (R :1 K!R). The power dispensed is reduced to the temperature
reading through the intermediary of a cable including a MECI recor
dr and a proportional-integral-differential servo-control.
This apparatus, being easy to use and having a .low consumption
of cryogenic liquids has allowed us to rapidly accomplish the mea-
surements for T>20°K, and the preliminary stages of the measurements
for T<20°K.
10
i Key: 1-Suspension wire;2-Copper
screen;3-Balance tube;4-Sample;5-
ileating;6-Vacuum;7-Thermocouple.
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a
Figure 5. Diagram of the cryo-
stat of the apparatus in weak field.
B. A
Thic apparatus allows us to measure magnetization by the Curie-
Faraday method for fields furnished by a superconducting coil going
up to 55 kOe and from temperatures included between 1.6 and 20°K.
In this paragraph, we first describe the characteristics of coils
producing the field and the field gradient, then we give a technical
description of the apparatus and its different accessories (balance,
cryostats, temperature regulation device, ...) and finally, we end
with the different calibrations.
a) Superconducting Coil
In contra;sts to the apparatus in weak field, the magnetic field
and the field gradient are furnished here by independent coils.
This arrangement allows us in particular to preserve sufficient sen-
sitivity in the measurements with weak field.
The assembly of superconductor elements has been designed in a
fasihion to occupy a reduced volume in order to have, on the one
hand, low consumption of cryogenic liquids, and on the other hand, a
suspension wire for the sample of reasonable length (-125 mm). The
windings have been constructed with a Nb0 6Ti0.4 multistrand super-
conductor wire 1, -0.375 mm).
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a) Limitations
It is to be feared that the coil does not relay during the man-
ipulation, that is to say that it is no longer superconducting.
This phenomenon can lead to complete destruction of the coil if at
one point the superconductor substance returns to normal. It then
produces local overheating, which propagates itself step by step,
the assembly of the coil transits into an avalanche pehnomenon, and
the totality of accumulated energy (approximately 3KJ) is dissipated
in a very short time, producing immediate deterioration of the coil
if no safety device is provided.
This change, of state can be due either to an increase of tem-
pevature, as we are going to see, or to modification of the magnetic
field. Indeed, a sufficiently strong magnetic field has the effect
of destroying the superconductivity. The threshold, or critical
value, of the magnetic field is a function of the temperature. At
the critical temperature, the critical field is zero. The variation
of the critical field as a function of temperature is represented in
figure 6 for several superconductor elements (12]. These threshold
curves separate the superconductor state, at lower left, from the
normal state (at upper right). We will give in paragraph 6 the cal-
culation of the critical intensity connected to the critical field.
Figure 6. Curves of threshold of critical field.
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Other parameters can lead to relay of the coil, particularly
electrodynamic stresses. Unddr the influence of these stresses, the
spirals can displace individually in a fashion to minimize the elec-
tromagentic energy of the system. The excess of energy in relation
to the initial situation induces local elevation of temperature
which leads to change of state of the material.
R) Technical Characteristics
The geometry of the coil of principal field must create a mag-
netic field such that the center of the coil is in a position of
stable equilibrium for a paramagnetic sample (If indeed the sample
came to press against the walls of the coil, friction forces would
render measurements impossible). For these we use a coil composed
of two half-coils and separated by a distance e (figure 7). The
field then offers a minimum along the axis of the coil to the cen-
tral point, thus a maximum radially (the buckling being zero: ap-
pendix 2) (figure 8) [The calculations of H have been carried out on
the computer following standard methods (H. Zijlstra: "Measurements
of magnetic quantities", Wiley-New York). These calculations and
the plan of the coil have been furnished to us by the Electronic
Structure of Solids Laboratory of the University of Strasbourg].
Figure 7. Diagram of the super-
conducting coil.
Key: 1-Gradient coil;2-Principal coil
13
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Great regularity in the winding is required in order to ensure
that the field gradient only provides gradient coils and not a de-
fect of construction of the principal coil.
Mureover, we have been devoted to constructing a coil having
the greatest compactness possible in order to avoid that it does not
relay at the time of placement under pressure, the spirals being
able to displace themselves under the ..inf• luence of electrodynamic
stresses. This regularity is indispensable if we want to obtain
intense fields.
Although, we have retained a safety margin of approximately 20% 	 /13
on the maximum intensity of the field coil, we have introduced a
system designed to protect the coil from effects of possible relays.
For this, the two half-coils have been enclosed in a Wheatsone
bridge, as well as two 100 Q resistors. Once the pressure at the
boundaries of one or another arm of the bridge, constituted by an
assembly: half-coil 100 Q resistor, exceeds 5 mV, an electronic
system cuts the supply to the field coil. This system includes a
pressure amplifier which actuates the relays cutting the supply to
the coil once a relay effectis detected. The energy of the coil is
released into a discharge resistor placed in parallel with the coil
(diagram 9).
Figure 8. Variation of the principal field on the
Oz axis of the superconducting coil.
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Figure 9.	 System for protection of the field coil.
Key: 1-Coil;2-Discharge resistor;3-Suppl.y;4-Relays;
5-Amplifier.
Y) Gradient Coils
The field gradient is produced by two antiparallel coils situ-
ated on the z axis, on both sides of the principal coil (figure 7).
The gradient calculated at :the center can vary from 0 to 235 Oe/em
for currents comprised between 0 and 20 amperes.
d) Performances
Dimensions
The field coil includes 12000 spirals. The gradient coil,
twisted in opposition, include the same number of spirals (210).
Determination of the Functional Limit Point
We arrange for the superconductor material of the function f.
g(H) (figure 10) which gives the maximum current travelling through
the wire considered in the presence of a magnetic field H without
producing return to the normal state. This function is furnished
by the manufacturer, and it is desirable to remain considerably be-
low this limit, very optimistically.
We can therefore calcualte the field at the interior of the 	 /14
solenoid at a point of the axis situated at the distance x from the
center [13]:
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Figure 10. Critical intensity as a function of the magnetic field.
Key: 1-Intensity in A;2-Critical Intensity;3-Load line;4-Criti-
cal field;5-Field in KG.
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In our case, for i=1 A, we have: Hoz=1945 K Oe.
If we report this value of H in the relationship i=f(H), we de-
termine the critical intensity which it is desirable not to exceed.
We discover 1=36 A for n=12000 (figure 10). We will be limited to
i=26.5 A, with a maximum field of approximately 55 k0e.
The inductance coil is on the order of 6 Henrys, thus allowing
us to attain the maximum field in approximately one minute for a
pressure rise of 1 V.
C) Use of the Coil
After winding, the spirals of the coil are not always in the
most stable equilibrium position. In order to avoid the relay ef-
fects due to displacement of the spirals, we construct a series of
relays for more and more intense currents so that the aystem gradu-
ally assumes a more stable position. Thus, starting from an inten-
sity close to zero, we can attain the intensity for use without risk
of deteriorating the superconducting coil (training phenomenon).
b) Technical Descri p tion of the Annaratus
a) Measurement of the Force
We use a "Sartorius" electronic balance allowing us to mea-
sure under vacuum variations of weight of 1 microgram with a maximum
lofad of 2 g (see description in paragraph A).
R) Cryostat and its Accessories (Figure 11
The measurements are carried out in a range of temperatures
included between 1.6 and 20°K. We attain for the sample the tempera-
ture of the helium bath (4.2 0 K) -^y injecting exchange gas (gaseous
helium) under low pressure (=10 	 Torr) into chambers A and B (we
select a low pressure in a fashion to reduce the heat influx due to
convection or gaseous conduction). A lower temperature is attained
by pumping over the helium bath (1.6°K).
In order to decrease overheating by radiation from the liquid
helium bath, we have placed screens which serve to reflect the ener-
gy originating from the top of the installation, but also to ensure
good use of the negative kilocalories originating from the evapo-
rated helium, particularly during cooling of the installation.
In order to limit solid conduction, the crvs-section of mea-
surement wires is •reduced to a minimum (^=5/100 mm). These wires,
as well as those of the supply of the principal coil and gradient
coils, are either directly in contact with the helium bath, or in-
directly through the intermediary of exchange gas. It is notable
that chambers A and Bare constituted of stainless steel tubes of
very low thickness.
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Figure 11. Diagram of the apparatus in a'strong field.
Key: 1-Balance plate; 2-Bellows; 3-Plate D; 4-Plate C; 5-Stainless
steel tube A; 6-Watertight joint; 7-Installation plate; 8-Clamping
ring; 9-Cryostat 1; 10-Cryostat 2; 11-Siphon; 12-Screen; 13-Chamber B;
14-Chamber A; 15-Copper tube; 16-Superconducting coil; 17-Pumping.
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Y) Temperature Regulation
Temperature regulation is ensured on the one hand by the inter-
mediate chamber D situated between experimental chamber A and the
helium bath; this contains gaseous helium whose pressure can be ad-
justed in a fashion to ensure variable influx of negative kilocal-
ories originating from the bath; on the other hand, through a heat-
ing coil, of constantan wire of 0.05 min 	 two-threaded coil
on chamber A. This last is controlled by an electronic regulation
device. This device limits the heating power to the temperature of
a thermocouple close to the sample through the intermediary of a
cable constituted of an MECI recorder and a proportional-integral-
differential regulator.
The Au-Pe-Chromel thermocouple, whose sensitivity is approxi-
mately 18 PV per degree in the temperature interval 4.2-20°K, is
wound on chamber A. This system allows us to regulate the tempera-
ture to nearly 0.2 degree between 4.2 and 20°K.
We observe that the measurement of temperature here is delicate.
Indeed, it is not a question of measuring the temperature on the
sample itself, which would imply contact, thus an error in the mea-
surement of the force. We have thus wound the thermocouple on cham-
ber A by replacing, at the level of the sample, the stainless steel
tube by a copper tube. This tube allows at the same time a good
distribution of the heat furnished by the heating winding.
d
	
iti
The sensitivity of the balance induces us to provide a system
which allows us to eliminate vibrations (pumps, ground, ...). For
this, the whole installation is conncected to a massive plate (C)
which itself is suspended by flexible bonds to the installation
framework. This device allows us to elinminate low frequencies
(less than 4 Hz) which are at the origin of all perturbatory vibra-
tions.
Moreover, it has been necessary to provide adjustment of posi-
tionning of the sample in relation to the center of the coil and to
its axis. In order to carry out the first edjustm,^nt, we have
mounted the balance plate on four screws in order to have vertical
displacement of the sample. The second adjustment is more delicate
a priori, since the sample is suspended by a very fine copper wire
of approximately 125 min length, and as we have seen, it is important
to place the sample within the axis of the coil. We have been in-
duced to place the balance plate on an intermediate plate (D) which
supports the mounting assembly and which rests by three screws on
the plate (C). This device allows very precise adjustment of the
sample in relation to the axis of the coil.
19
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c) Calibration
Calibration of this apparatus includes two parto: calibration
of the force which will be described in paragraph a and that of tem-
perature which will appear in paragraph R. Finally, we will intro-
duce in the last part the correction which we must apply to our
measurements.
a) Calibration of the Force
The forces which we measure are conneected to the magnetiza-
tion M by F=mMdH (m: mass of the sample). If M=XI{ (X: magnetic
dz
susceptibility), the preceding expression becomes F=mXHdH. We de-
termine on the one hand the product HdH by measurement dz of sus-
dz	 dH
ceptibility and on the other hand the field gradient dz.
The first measurement is obtained by comparison with a sample
of supposedly known susceptibility. Unfortunatley, even for very
pure substances, the dispersion of results in t4c literature is such
that we can not hope to reduce the imprecision below 1% on the abso-
lute values of susceptibility. Finally, we have selected vanadium
as a standard [14].
If we designate by the index a the quantities relative to the
standard, the force measured for a same value of HdH and for a sam-
dz
ple of unknown susceptibility is given by the expression:
F=,. M_
eme X.
X
Since X=Am, with A
=m F e,
e
of A thus allows us to attain
dH
Determination of dz can be obtained by two methods:
-from the product HdH and the calculated value of H (curve 12)(We
dz
will note that there exists limits to the linearity on this figure
incumbent with non-knowledge of the magnetic field of the principal
coil. In order to determine the field, we have arbitrarily relied
on the maximum calculated value of the field and we have deduced
from it the actual values of the field at the interior of the coil.
The fact of selecting H	 cal. introduced only an indefinteless on
the order of 1% on the magnetization value).
-or from a measurement on an easily saturatable substance (gadolin-
ium or iron sulfate) for which we know the magnetization value at
saturation. The force measured can then be shown in the form:
dH
F=M 
sat dz
which is a known constant. Knowledge
dH
the product IIdz.
/17
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B) Calibration of Temperature
Wo have used the same thermocouple as for the installation of
susceptibility at weak field. This has been calibrated with gado-
linium sulfate powder which perfectly follows a Curie law X-C/T up
to M. Investigation of XT' as a function of T', where T' is the
measured temperature, allows us to know the error AT=T'-T. This is
low near fixed points (ATa:t0.2°) but reaches 20°K toward 150-200°K.
We have taken into account this discrepancy which is reproducilble 	 18
if the conditions of pressure within the laboratory chamber are con-
stant. For temperatures less than 4.2°K, we measure the pressure on
the helium bath which gives the temperature at the level of the sam-
ple.
i
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Figure 12. Vanadium calibration.
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Y) Correction Due to Sample-Holder
The sample, rn the order of a mg, is placed into a capsule of
approximately 0.06 g which is suspended by a copper wire of 0.05 mm
diameter to the beam of the balance. The assembly being relatively
light, we have been induced to use a weight to tighten the wire.
Our selecCion rested on a copper tare, a material whose magnetic
properties are well known. If we Lake the precaution of well dessi-
cat• ing the capsules under vacuum, the measurements of susceptibility
made on the assembly: copper-capsule-wire, demonstrate that this has
a reproducible diamagnetism little dependent on temperature, which
we have taken into account in our measurements.
re
Our study relates to monophasic and homogeneous alloys. All
the samples have been prepared by arc fusion under argon atmosphere
then by high frequency furnace fusion in aluminum oxide crucible.
The different- alloys have then undergone different thermal treat-
ments according to their degree of homogenization. lie describe in
this paragraph the different stages of production of these com-
pounds.
a) MiAl Alloys
We have used "Mond" nickel (99.97%) whose impurities are (ppm
by weight): 113 of carbon, 110 or iron, 13 of copper, and 15 of sul-
fur. Arc fusion of the nickel-aluminum assemblage (99.997% purity)
has then been accomplished under approximately one atmosphere of ar-
gon.
Q CoA1 Alloys (Figure 13)
These alloys have been obtained from aluminum sheet metals and
"Ugine-Kuhlmann" cobalt granules with 99.7% purity whose principal
impurities are nickel (0.18%) and iron (n.09%). These granules have
been melted by electronic bombardment in order to eliminate impuri-
ties and imprisonned gases. The alloy thus divided undergoes two
arc fusions on copper base plate and under argon atmosphere. We
verify the homogeneity of the alloy obtained through measurements of
magnetic susceptibility on various amounts of the same sample. Ac-
cording to the result, we may or may not carry out an additional
fi.ision in high frequency furnace in an aluminum oxide crucible un-
der argon atmosphere.
Y) FeAl Alloys (Figure 14)
The alloys have been prepared from aluminum sheet metal and 	 % l
"Ores and Metals" iron with 99.93% purity (manganese 0.03%, carbon
0.03%).
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Figure 13. Phase diagram of CoAl.
In order to obtain an alloy in which the iron concentration on
the aluminum sites is the lowest possible, it would have been desir-
able to provide an excess of aluminum. But this has been in part
prohibited due to the fact of the low extension toward aluminum of
the realm of existence of the FeAl compound. For the same reasons,
we have been forced to guard against major segregation which occur
through the appearance of a second phase rich in aluminum (phase i;)
and which are connected to the particular topology of the diagram.
Indeed, with the difference from NiAI and COAT, FeAl does not give
congruent fusion at a slightly higher fusion temperature and slight-
ly different from thetemperature of of appearance of the phases more
concentrated in aluminum (phases a and ;). After arc fusion and
high frequency furnace fusion, these samples have received reheating
for homogenization for 135 h at 900°C. According to the heterogen-
eity obtained after micrography, we carry out a new series of re-
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Figure 14. Phase diagram of FeAl.
heatings extending from 2 to 4 days for a temperature comprised be-
tween 1100 and 1200 a C. In order to vary the iron concentration on
the aluminum sites, certain of these samples have undergone temper-
ing from variable temperatures.
d) Ternary Compounds (NiCo)A1, (COFe)A1
Besides, we !Lave undertaken the manufacture of alloys of
f	 (Nil-xCox)1+yA11-y and (Col-xFex)1+xAll-y with x varying from 0 to 1
and y very near zero for lower values (y =-0.01). These compounds
have undergone the same treatments as the preceding alloys, with for
the alloys rich in iron precautions analogous to those which we have
described for FeA1. For these last, in case of he erogeneity re-
vealed by microprobe, reheatings from 2 to 4 days at 1300°C have
been carried out.
24
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/21Appendix 1	 Significance of Axial Centering
At the centerof the coil, the Maxwell expressions expressing
the con ervation of flux and the Ampere theory become:
div B=0 and rot B=B (no current)
witere rot (rot B)=B. This implies V 2B=0 (1) (in vacuum V2H=0).
If the field given by the coil is following z (the components
following x and y will be negligible) expression (1) becomes:
a2 Hz+ 
s
a2 H 2z+a2Hz_0	 (2)
8x 2	y 	 az2
32 Hz
At the center of the coil, Hz is maximui.., thus 8z2 is nega-
tive. So that expression (2) is moderate, it is necessary that
a2 Hzand a2 Hz is positive. That is to say that we will have a min-
ax2	 By 
imum as a function of r=(x 2+y 2 ) 1/2	For a paramagnetic sample, the
central point of the coil is in an unstable position radially and
the sample will have a tendency to adhere against the walls.
In order to avoid this disadvantage, we remove some spirals
in the coil at the level of the sample. With these conditions, Hz
is minimum at the center and we will have this time a maximum fol-
lowing r. The axial position is then a position of stable equili-
brium.
Chapter II.
nd
We will concern ourselves in this chapter with the structure
of bands of stoichiometric TRA1 intermetallic compounds (TR=Ni, Co,
Fe). After a report on the model for bands of transition metals
(paragraph 1), we give two theoretical descriptions of calculations
for bands (rigid bands, approximation of the cohe'ent potential)
for concentrated alloys (paragraph 2). Finally in paragraph 3 we
summarize and discuss several calculations for bands on the TRA.1
compounds defined (TR=Ni, Co, Fe), before testing in 4 the studies
which we have accomplished on the proerties connected to the struc-
ture of bands of these compounds.
/22
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IIA Model of Bands of Transition Metals
II.1.A. Non-Maanetic Metals: Model With One Electron
Transition atoms are characterized by the existence of ad layers
which arc progressively filled when the atomic number increases.
These d states have very different properties from those of other val-
ence states ((n+l)s) (figures 15 and 16).
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Figure 15. Wave functions ^(3d) and *(4s) for vanadium: the 4s
electron density oscillates strongly in the region where the 3d layer
	
has its maximum (orthogonalization).	 0
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Figure 16. Size of "d" bands for transition metals (after [17]).
Key: 1-Period.
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Figure 17. Density of states
per unit of energy n(e) for a tran-
sition metal.
a) The d orbitals are of low extent (-0.5 A) in comparison with
those of the s electrons. The d layers present their maximum of elec-
tron density in a region where the potential of the lattice is strong-
ly attractive: they are thus very stable.
b) When we increase the atomic number through a same series (Ti+ 	 23
Ni), the potential becomes more and more attractive such that the d
layers become more and more stable, while their extent becomes lower
and lower.
c) When we shift from one series to another (Ni+Pd+Pt) the num-
ber of modes increases such that the wave functions become more and
more extensive and less and less stable.
When the atoms are placed in contact to form a solid, the atomic
nave functions partially recover: there can be civculation of an
electron from one atom to another, the atum:.c orbitals cease to be of
natural soid states. We can form new natural states by linear com-
binations of atomic orbitals centered on all the lattice sites.
When we neglect the mixture of s and d states, the solid can be
described with the simplified Mott-Slater model [15] [16] by two bands
of different symmetry overlapping at the Fermi level (figure 17):
-the s band whose size is comparable to that of normal metals (on the
order of 10 eV);
-the d bands, much narrower (3 to 6 eV), because they are constructed
from more compact atomic orbitals, thus with greater overlap than s
orbitals [17] (figure 16).
In the theoretical calculations, the s and d bands are often
treated independently. The s bands are treated with the approxima-
tio p of nearby free electrons or by orthogonalized planar waves (OPW),
while the d bands are treated by strong bands [18] [19] [20] or by
KKR or APW. The calculations made with the approximation of planar
waves increased, demonstrating that the s-d hybridization only affects
localized regions of the reciprocal space and whose energy is distant
from the Fermi energy [21] [22] [23]. Consequently this hybridization
does not enter into consideration for the properties which follow from
excitationsin_the vicinity of the Fermi surface: particularly para-
magnetic susceptibility, electronic specific heat (results of Mat-
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theiss [24]).
This simplified model resting particularly on a description in
terms of states of an electron, however still accounts for a great
number of experimental properties in satisfactory fashion. We have
thus been able to clearly demonstrate the existence of narrow and in-
completely filled d bands, as the electronic specific heat and Pauli
susceptibility very clearly demonstrate, which are direct measure-
ments of the density of states at the Fermi Level:
kBn(EF)
Y 3
Xp=u2n(EF)
The values of Y (figure 18) are indeed, on the average, well
hgiher than those obtainedfor normal methods. This represents the
existence of a d band with high density in incompletely filled states.
Moreover, these values are very fluctuating, this represents the ex-
istence of peaks of density of states (Van Hove eccentricities). Fi-
nally, these fluctuations reproduce almost identically when we pass
from one series to another.
/24
Figure 18. Electronic specific heats in the three transition series.
first series;	 second series;	
-	
third series)
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Nevertheless, we observe high values of susceptibility in agree-
ment with a great density of states n(E f ), as well as rapid variation
of the susceptibility with temperature, which also represents the ex-
istence of peaks of density of states.
II.1.B. Magnetic Metals
The magnetism of transition metals can not be correctly included
within the framework of this model with one electron. The discrepan-
cies between the measured susceptibility and the Pauli susceptibility
particularly point out modifications induced by electron-electron ef-
fects.
It is necessary to substitute within the Hamiltonian of bands IIo
a Hamiltonian taking into account interactions between electrons. We
will obtain a simple model where we neglect the orbital multiplicity
of the d band and electron interactions other than inter-atomic. On-
ly the matrix element U representing the intra-band coulomb interac-
tion is taken into acoount [25] [26].
The Hamiltonian of interaction for an atom then takes the form:
H 1 =Un i ,h+n i+ , when 
nia is the number per atom of electrons of spin a.
The total Hamiltonian for the band has the following form (Hub-
bard Hamiltonian) [27]:
H=HO+iHi
with	 HO=E	 Eknk ak,a,m
where a denotes the spin, k the wave vector, E k is the relation of
dispersion of the metal without electron interactions,and n the
number of electrons of spin a of wave vector k in the band. k'a
Even with this simplified model, we have a problem with N sub-
stances, and in order to discuss them, we will obtain them with the
Hartree-Fock approximation. .
II.1.C. Stoner Model [281
In this model we consider that an electron is subjected to a
mean potential due to the effect of all the other electrons, includ-
ing the transfer effects. This mean potential is assumed to be spa-
tially uniform. This has taken a form approaching the Hubbard Hamil-
tonian:
HStoner=HO+UE(nit<niy>+<nit>nid
where <no> is the mean number of electrons per atom with spin a cal
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culated in autocoherent form. This corresponds to the Hartree-Fock
approximation where we separate in the wave function the contribution
of spin from that of the variables of space. With these conditions,
the Hamiltonian becomes separatable into a sum of terms with one elec-
tron.
The initial success of the model is to predict instability of the
paramagent• ic state in relation to the ferromagnetic state, even more
pronounced when the density of states at the Fermi-. level is more sin-
nificant. We obtain the criteria of instability by departing from the
fundamental paramagnetic state of Hartree-Pock, by considering the to-
tal amount of energy when we create asmall ferromagnetic polarization.
This polarization is obtained by transferring one layer (of thickness
6E) of electrons of spin + below the Fermi level toward the states of
spin t (figure 19).
Figure 19. Density of states for electrons of spin ? and +.
The transfer of kinetic energy is:
AT=n(EF)6E2
where n(E) is the density of states per atom and direction of spin.
The variation of interaction energy is:
AEm r _u( 
?
+ r (EF)bE]) 2... 0 (Er)Sf: ]— Ural 	(Er) d(''
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and	 the total variation of energy	 E is:
AE=n(EF)6E2[1-Un(E.F)]
In these conditions,	 we will have ferromagnetism when Un(EF ))1	 (Stoner
criteria).
When the non-magnetic state is stable,	 we can calculate the sta-
tic stability X per atom. In the presence of a field H0 ,	 the ener-
gies with one electron 
Eko
are	 (figure 20):
Figure 20. Calculation of susceptibility.
The energy gE which shifted bands + and-the quantity (n+-n+) are 	 /27
connected by the relationships:
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that is to say:
At non
-
zero temperature,
we would discover:
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The numerator is the Pauli susceptibility of the system without
interaction.
The Stoner model for bands allows us to explain, for the ferro-
magnetic metals Fe, Co, Ni, the moments at fractional saturation which
could only be complete in a Heisenberg model where the moments are lo-
calized on the atoms. On the other hand, this theory allows us to ex-
plain the disagreement which exists between the value of the magnetic
moment calculated from the paramagnetic susceptibility at high tem-
perature, and that which we determine at low temperature from magneti-
zation at saturation. Also, the Stater-Pauling curves (c.f. §II.2.A),
which give the variation of the mean moment u of an Mx alloy with the
concentration c of impurities x, for alloys of nickel and cobalt, have
been interpreted with this model. Nevertheless, it is necessary to
remark that the Stoner model does not allow us to explain the Curie-
Weiss law for ferromagnetic substances above T . Although this result
constitutes the most obvious defect of the theory of band magnetism,
there does not exist at the present time a more satisfactory expres-
sion. On the other hand, this model only takes into account indivi-
dual electrS7 2 excitations; it can not interpret the law of demagneti-
zation by T	 of Block aL• low temperature which results from collec-
tive excitations of the wind of electrons (spin waves).
However, despite these criticisms, the Stoner model allows us to
understand the strong susceptibility of materials such as palladium or
platinum for which Un(B F ) is near unity, and also to interpret the
variations of X with temperature from variations ofX O . Such materials
are called materials with reinforced or even nearly-magnetic materials.
The magnetic impurities presently give rise in these materials to gi-
gantic moments. We will see later that FeAI falls into this category. 	 v`
II.2. Concentrated Alloys
The study of concentrated alloys has not been marked by real pro-
f	 gress until very recently. The only cases treated were where the
atomic potentials on the various atoms present in the alloy are close
	 ?'*
together (approximation of rigid bands) or on the contrary very dif-
ferent (split band limit). In the first case everything occurs as if
the substitution of an atom B into a matrix A simply modified the
32	 j
filling of states of bands of the matrix, without deformation of this
band. In the second, on the contrary, the levels of impurity lead to
a band separated from the valence band of the matrix. The interme-
diate case of a difference of potential on the order to the sizes of
bands give rise to a common band whose upper limit is greater than
that of the bands of separation. This situation is well described by
approximation of the coherent potential ( paragraph B). The results of
the model of rigid bands which we will use for certain of our alloys
are reported in A.
II.2.A. Model for Rigid Bands [291 [301
We will observe in the diluted band, such that we neglect the in-
teraction between impurities. The simplest method to describe the
structure of bands of alloy is to consider that the density of states
n(E,c) corresponding to the concentration c is deduced from the den-
sity of states of pure metal n(E,0), without change of form, by a sim-
ple displacement of energy:
n(E,c)=n ( E,0)-cd ( E,0)AE
In this expression, we have assumed, besides, that with the lim-
it of weak concentrations, the displacement of energy was proportional
to'the concentration c, the impurity introducing only a displacement of
the assemblage equal to the mean of the perturbator potential V (r).
This hypothesis const i tutes the model for rigid bands. This model can
be justified in relatively restrictive cases by a method of perturba-
tion of the first order when the displacement of energy E(k) of each
Bloch function O(k,r): AE ( k)-<(P(k,r) / V (r)/4^(k , r)> is independent of
the wave vector k. This condition is satisfied when the lattice po-
tential is very strong ( strong bands) or very weak ( free electrons).
The very significant result follows that the screen with charge
Z introduced by the impurity is furnished primarily by d electrons;
indeed, the number of additional states introduced into the s and d
bands is respectively n s (E )DE and n (EF )AE; since n (E F )<<n (Ed ,
the screen charge due to tKe s elec^rons is negligible in relation to
that whichis due to the d electrons.
This result has been particularly used ( [ 29] [30]) for the study
of ferromagnetic or paramagnetic alloys. Thus if we dissolve neigh-
boring elements ( Co, Fe, Mn) into the nickel or iron or nickel into
the cobalt, the additional electrons fill the d band and reduce the
mean magnetic moment µ according to the law: 1^=um-cZU 
B 
( u m : moment
of the matrix; c: concentration of impurities). We observe well
such behavior experimentally (Slater-Pauling curve) (figure 21). The
same type of explanation is used to take into account the decrease of
paramagnetism of palladium when we dissolve silver into it (figure 22).
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Figure 22. Electronic specific heat YT
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and magnetic susceptibility X
to n(E ) remain constant for
h the 'Pd" band is full.
II.2.B. Method for Approximation of Coherent Potential (CPA)
This method has been introduced by Seven [31], Onodera and Toyo-
zawa [32] and Velicky at al. [33]. It is essentially based on a meth-
od of a mean field and replaces the real potential by a periodic po-
tential defined in such a fashion that the diffusion of electrons in-
to the mean surroundings obtained by attributing to the A and B atoms
probabilities 
PA 
and p B equal to the concentrations (for a homogen-
eous alloy), is on the average zero. It is then possible to calculate
the densities of partial states on each type of atom. The CPA method
is especially used when the A and B bands can tie treated as strong
bands, as in the case of base alloys of nickel (W1111iams and Faulkner,
1971) and NiFe (Kanamori, 1971). In the simplest form, the CPA method
is an approximation at one site. It is thus existent at the first or-
der of c 2 and 3 can not involve local f.luctuattons of environment which
	
are of c , c ,	 . (c.f. §III.3.A). These fluctuations can be approx-
imately taken into account using certain developments of the method.
Tsukade [34] and Brouers et al. [35] have provided such a development
by considering not only an atom alone, but a cluster constituted by a
central atom A (or B) surrounded by its Z nearest neighbors A (or B),
in the mean environment (NiRh and PdRh alloys).
iAl
Connolly and Johnson [1]'have calculated the structure of bands
of NiAl by the method of increasing planar waves (APW). This calcula-
tion is clearly useful for CoAl and FeAl in a model for rigid bands,
the compounds being isomorphic. The results of these calculations
are given in figure 23. On the other hand, Moruzzi-Williams and Janak
[2] have calculated by the method of Korring, Kohr and Rostoker (KKR)
the structure of bands of six intermetallic compounds of structure B2
of NiAl and CoAl. The results are given in figures 24 and 25.
n(C)	 ^255x2ix5iM4
^" ! } Figure 23. Density of electronic
states for NiAl, according to Connolly
and Johnson [1]. E indicates the Fermi
f	 fi	 level of NiAl,E' F and	 V
F
 those of CoAl
and:PeAl.
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Figure 24. Density of electronic states for NiAl after [2].
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Figure 25. Density of electronic states for CoAl after [2].
Key:	 1-States/at.Ry.
These figures demonstrate the presence of a narrow band of 3d
character between 0.4 and 0.8 Rydbergs. We see that the two types of
calculations result in the same structure of bands for NiAl and con-
firm the approximative validity of the model for rigid bands for CoAl.
Moreover, as is generally the case for the d bands, this is marked for
all of a series of structures. In more precise fashion, we see on
figure 23, that for NiAl, the 3d band is nearly planar and that peaks
appeared below the FermiLevel:
/31
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-a peak between the Fermi levels for NIAl and CoAI;
-a narrower peak at the perpendicularity of the Fermi level for FeAI;
-finally, a central peak at approximately Q.:; Ry.
By making use of the diagrams given on figures 26 and 27, we can
discover the Vanllove anomalies associated with these peaks, most par-
ticularly interesting to us are those which correspond to symmetries
of d type ( r 2 , r 2 ^, X 2 , X , X, M 5 , M 2 and R L2 ) [36] (the atomic or-
bitals leadilg to he corraspolding Bloch states are given as an il-
lustrative example on figure 28).
Figure 26. Relationships of dispersion for NiA1 along directions
E , T, and M, calculated by APW method according to [1].
We see that the peak which appeared between the Fermi Levels of
NiAl and CoAl undoubtedly correspond mainly to the M ?? and R 12 states
of symmetry, thus of the e.g. "anti-bonded" type in he description of
Goodenough [37]. The narrower and sharper peak which appeared for
lower energies at the perpendicularity of the Fermi level for FeAl,
correspond to r ?5 , XI X , and M3 states of symmetry which are of t2g
type. It is no ewor by S ha g the 
t2g 
states (M3 and R 25 ) 1 of more
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Figure 27. Relationships of dispersions for NiAI along directions
z, G and A, calculated by the APW method according to [1].
bound nature than the other states, appeared for lower energies (0.45-
0.5 Ry). Nevertheless, the essential part of t 2 states appears to be
contained in the peak situated at 0.63 Ry whose Rize does not exceed
1 eV. This result demonstrates that as a first approximation, the en-
largement due to the effects of bands does not exceed for the states
(d, t ) that which we obtained with a description of resonant type
on isolated d levels (d-d interactions between small transition atoms
in relation to d-s and d-p interactions). For the opposite states
(d, e ) , the d-d effects are dominant (the a orbitals have an ori-
entat^on which favors overlapping between neighboring atoms). As we
have seen, the R 
2	 2
and M states correspond to 'anti-bonded" energy
states, while 
r12 and X2 states are primarily "bonded" energy states.
I
	
ructure
An effective method to study experimentally the structure of
bands of a compound, with the model for rigid bands, is the study of
38
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Figure 28. a) atomic orbitals connected to the d: r 
25 symmetry stateb) atomic orbitals corresponding to d (X 30 X 5 , M5, X2 and M 2 symmetry
states).
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the electronic specific heat and the Pauli susceptibility. Indeed,
these quantities are proportional to the density of states at the
Fermi level. It is then posevi0 a to describe the general aspect of
the structure of bands by a study of concentration.
C
II.4.A.	 Study	 of Compounds	 (Nil-xCox),+yAll -y
IOur study has related to samples of composition	 (Nil_ Cox)l+
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lowerAll_yy,	 x varying from 0 to 1	 and	 y very close to zero for	 values
(y= -U.01)	 in a fashion	 to a7oid	 the problems connected with magnetism
of cobalt atoms occupying aluminum sites 	 (c.f.	 §III.5)	 k the substitu- 7'
tional nickel atoms are not negative 	 [381).
Figure 29 gives the magnetic susceptibility of various samples
as a funrtion	 f	 temperature.	 It appears that	 the dependence on T of
the suscootibi.ity had 	 two distinct origins:
a)	 Piesence of a_signif• icant Curie-Weiss term at low temperature:
XCW=T+6 ('P<77°K) with 8=0 and C small
pi This	 term is undoubtedly associated with transition atoms substi-
tuted	 for aluminum,	 whose	 behavior can	 be magnetic	 (see later	 §III.5).
Also for y(0,	 such atoms exist in small quantity,	 either where the
thermodynamic equilibrium induces 	 this effect at 900°C,	 temperature
of reheating of	 the samples,	 or where,	 in less	 probable fashion,	 the
equilibrium has not reached this temperature.
b)Slow variation with
	
temperature of the Pauli	 (or Va-t Vleck)
susceptibility.	 This effect predominates above 77°K.
If we define from the susceptibility an estimated 	 term XCW,
	
and
which we extrapolate at 0°K,	 we obtain a value Xp which is given on
figure 30.
We will note that X p is even larger for samples which correspond
as much to large values of x 	 (CoAL,	 Ni0.25Co0.75A1)	 as to small x.
For	 CoAl,	 we find Xp~2.3 Xo,-..where Xo is the value of Pauli	 suscepti-
bility calculated from y;	 for NiAl,	 on the contrary X =X o .	 This re-
inforcement of the suscepcibilit• y in the case of cobalt can have two
origins:
a)	 significant Stoner reinforcement	 (§II.1.C)	 undoubtedly associ-
ated with a greater value of the intra-atomic energy transfer U. 	 Such
a result would result from the fact that the extra cobalt atoms are
magnetic in CoAl,	 whereas	 the nickel. is not magnetic in NiAl.
b)	 notable contribution,	 for CoAl with the susceptibility, 	 of the
Van Vleck term	 (d) l ,	 which was very low for NiAl since the d hand is
nearly full in this last case.
l In the case of transition metals,	 the orbital paramagnetic suscepti-
bility Xorb "'an Vleck paramagnetiam) is significant and can occur in
the form for	 ; k band:
71.,h=aYp,r.m ^f1 E	 xi<^,alc:lm.x>Ic
where:	 n and m are indices of decay;	 f(enk)	 represents the function
w
of Fermi distribution;	 Lx is component following z (direction of
field applied)	 or orbital magnetic moment operator. h
40
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Figure 29. Negative susceptibil-
ity of Ni Co Al alloys as a function
temperature xx=(6.00; 0.2 b5; 0.50;
0.75;	 1.00 (units:	 10	 uem/mole).
Al
d
r
c
::
Figure 30. X : estimated
value of susceptibility at 0 K
(units: 10	 uem/ mole); Y:
coefficient of electronic speci-
fic heat (units: 10 ­ J/K mole);
0: coefficient of phonons of
specific has  a^ low temperature
(units:	 10 /K at,-gram).
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The variation of the Pauli susceptibility X, given in figure 30,
for this family of alloys, appears to confirm the existence of the
peak of density of states which appeared between the Fermi levels for
NlAI and COAl.
On the other hand, we have recapitulated in the table 31 and fig-
	 /36
ure 30 the results of specific heats. As this figure demonstrates,
the electronic term Y presents for x = 0.5 a maximum which should cor-
respond to the peak of the 3d band. Thesa two results thus appear to
confirm the model of rigid bands given earlier.
Nevertheless, we can be surprised at the validity of such a model
since the displacement of bands between CoAL and N3A1, which is on the
order of an electron-volt, is on the same order of magnitude as the
size of the peak situated between the Fermi levels of these two sub-
stances. This remark leads us to believe that the effects connected
to the disordered distribution of the nickel and cobalt atoms must be
significant.
We note however that the experimental results are not completely
explained by leaving the opposite extreme case (split band limit).
The Fermi level must have kept in this case a nearly constant position
in relation to each of the densities of partial states and conse-
quently vary nearly linearly when the cobalt level varies.
r
0 .
y ^ry
• 0,(11
(rA1/K l molo) U (10'6 NO ntrt)
17,0
00 (!;) —
4732,64
0 0,0? 2,62 17,0 07
0,25 0,01 4,30 10,2 403
0 1 50 0,01 6,72 12,7 535
0,76 0,01 6,63 10,0 5£4
1 0,01 2,22 7,75 630
Figure 31.	 yis given per mole of compound, R per atom-gram of metal
that is to say for a mass 2 times lower.
We can thus believe that the real physical situation, although
it increases from the intermediate case, and assume, in order to be
well understood, a CPA type approach, remains close enough to the mod-
el of rigid bands, but with a very rough agreement: for the reasons
that we are going to state on the one hand, and on the other hand, be-
cause the peak considered corresponds to Van Hove eccentricity, which
loses its strict significance when the invariance by translation is
abolished from the fact of the atomic disorder. We therefore observe
that the maximum of Y and X is much less sharp than the peak of the
structure of bands of NiAl.p
1-y (with y Negative and
The results are a little mote complicated to interpret. Figure
32 demonstrates the specific heats of alloys of the family. A physi-
cal analysis of the results given in paragraph II1.5 for FeAl indicate
that it is possible to separate a magnetic term form an electronic
term, proportional to the temperature and largely predominant above
8 K.
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We do not attempt to make a detailed analysis for the mixed com-
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pounds of iron and cobalt, but we can make appear with certainty a
considerable increase of the electronic term when we vary x from 0 to
1. This result, as well as the high values of y for FeAl (table 33),
is in agreement with the description of rigid bands given earlier.
i
Figure 343. Specif_i5c heat,o f alloys (Co l -xFe )Al. A same term of
phonons OT (R=7 10	 mJ/K mole) has been deduced from the results.
Moreover, if we analyze the susceptibilities of figure 34 in a
fashion to separate a Curie-Weiss term from the Pauli and Van Vleck
terms, we are obliged to admit for FeAl a very high coefficient of
Stoner reinforcement: we have, indeed, a very strong X suscepti-
bility, analogous to that of platinum or palladium [391P much higher
than the already large value of Xrrtt deduced from the density of states
calculated from the specific heN (X p=3.8 X O ). FeAl is thus a matrix
43
Figure 34. Magnetic susceptibility
of alloys (Col_XFex)A1.
0
Figure 33. Electronic spe-
X	 ^^^^ 2T	 n,^r, ^t	 cific heat and magnetic suscep-
(,rJ,'K' 11	 VJ, _ti	 20)	 2o.at	 tibility of alloys (Co l-XFex)Al.
t ^t"u' wri/o,oPo; :^	 7.:5	 ^ GUU400 P07 —
with high density of states, almost magnetic. We thus see a gradation
appear between the three compounds:
NiAl: does not present any tendency to magnetism. The d charac-
ter of the states of bands of Fermi level is certainly low.
CoAl: has a behavior typical of transition metals with an al-
ready notable Stoner Coefficient.
FeAl: compares to a transition metal, very close to conditions
for appearance of magnetism.
These differences occur again later when we will study transition
atoms which from the fact of non-stoichiometry, are substituted for
aluminum.
44	 i ® "?i
Chapter III	 39
First Part: Impurities in the Transition Matrices: Readjustments
Second Part: Effects of Impurities in CoAl and FeAl
In this chapter, we study most particularly -the effect of impur-
ities in the defined compounds CoAl and FeAl. In the first part, af-
ter a general study on the impurities within a normal and transition
matrix (paragraph 1), we will consider the problem of magnetism of
isolated impurities (Kondo effect) (paragraph 2). In paragraph 3, we
consider the effects of interactions between impurities on the physi-
cal properties observed. The problem of impurities within the ma-
trices with reinforced susceptibilities is treated in paragraph 4.
These considerations are applied in.the second part to the effects of
impurities (extra transition atoms) in CoAl and FeAl.
III.1. Problems of Dilute Alloys Within a Transition Matrix
The problem of the electronic structure of transition impurities
within a normal matrix has been resolved for approximately twenty
years [40], and it can be considered henceforth as well understood
from the study of the diffusion of planar waves (we assume that the
electronic states of the matrix depend on the approximation of free
electrons) through a central potential (coulomb potential centered on
the site of impurity corresponding to a charge Z equal to the differ-
ence of valence between the matrix and the impurity).
If we call X l (r) the radial part of the component 4) lm (r) of the
diffused wave: (D lm (r)=X l (r)ylm (8,T) (ylm: spherical harmonic), we
demonstrate that X l (r), for the extensive states of positive energy,
that is to say for the non-bound states with the perturbator atom and
where the wave function does not decrease exponentially with the dis-
tance r, is at great distance of the form:
X l (r,k) rlsin(kr-17T+d1(k))
the wave number k being considered Yo the energy E by the relation-
ship, valid for planar waves, E=h k 	 The phase displacement 1 is
2m
thus a function of E, which gives information directly on the varia-
tion of density of states n(E), for each direction of spin, through
the relationship:
8s y1	 E {?l.j.i),
V r_o
	
df
These phase displacements verify moreover the rule of Friedel:
^Lr
r i
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which expresses that the screen is perfect (equality between Z and
the total charge displaced). This phase charge presents at great
distance an aymptotic behavior given by the oscillating law:
;p (^1 :.
	
Ig'+ i1 " 11^• cin a, 'rw .1 .rr. 121 rr a• A r; j . 1'
The component of type 1=2 gives us information on the charge dis-
placed having a d character, which is of central interest in the case
of transition metals. Tile corresponding phase displacement d 2 gener-
ally passes from the value 0 to the value Tr over a very narrow energy
interval, on the order of 0.5 eV, while 5 additional states of d char-
acter, for the direction of spin considered, find themselves concen-
trated in a peak of density of states corresponding to a virtual
bound level: the denomination derives fEom the fact that this density
of states can be considered as originating from the resonance between
atomic states d centered on the impurity whose energy is positive,
that is to say greater than the energy of the base of the band of the
matrix, with the states of this last of close energy.
These concepts can be transported without trouble to the case of
alloys whose matrix is a ferromagnetic transition metal strong in re-
lation to the states of majority spin. Indeed, we know that the sub-
band dt corresponding to these states is full and that the density of
states at the Fermi level is zero. The situation is thus analogous to
that of a noble metal concerning these states. It is thus possible to
extend this concept of virtual band level described earlier to the de-
scription of states ? of the impurity.For the states of minority spin
(i) on the contrary, the density of states at the Fermi level is non-
zero and generally high, while the d-d effects prevail over the ef-
fects of s-d mixture. The treatment is then more complex, but we cur-
rently have satisfactory techniques at our disposal [41]. We can es-
pecially introduce a generalized phase displacement:
S(EF)_ Atcto(Z I4n('p1)1	 1-Jvpwp)
where n(EF ) is the density of states of the matrix and FM its Hil-
bert transformation.	
C	
•:
F!E)= :^ j	 n (el do
the density of additional states remains connected to the phase dis-
placements by the same relationship.
III.2. Problem of Magnetism of Isolated Impurities
In paragraph 1, we describe the critieria which govern, for a
given matrix-impurity couplet, the appearance of a localized magnetic
moment. Friedel [42] was the first to define these criteria, and we
give them here in the Hartree-Fock approximation. In paragraph 2, we
will concern ourselves with experimental studies of specific heat,
susceptibility, electrical resistivity, and thermoelectrl.cal force,
and we will demonstrate that these magnitudes can present anomalies
46
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at a characteristic temperature (Kondo temperature) which are con-
nected to the effect of compensation for the localized moment by the
conduction electrons.
With the ilartree-Fock approximation, we clearly take into account
the Pauli principle, such that in the atom, two electrons of parallel
spins can not occupy a same bound state. On the other hand, two elec-
trons of anti-parallel spins can occupy it; they interact with each
other through Coulomb interaction U.
So that a localized magnetic moment exists, it suffices that the
non-magnetic state be unstable in relation to the appearance of an in-
finitesimal local magnetic moment <m 1 >. We obtain this condition by
generalizing the reasoning used in paragraph II.1 for the study of
magnetism of transition metals.
The variation of energy AE obtained from the non-magnetic state
by transferring <m 1>/2 electrons from the state of spin + toward the
state of spin + is the sum of two terms: the increase of energy AE 
(AE al/n (E )) where n (E,) is the density of states at the Fermi
level which is 	 due to tike resonant states alone) on the one hand, the
decrease of energy of electron-electron interaction AE, (AE e a(-U)) on
the other hand. The condition of instability of the paramagnetic
state in relation to an infinitesimal magnetization is then:
U 1 (E F)>'
A magnetic state appeared even more easily when the interaction
energy U and the density of states at the Fermi level n 1 (EF ) are
greater. We observe that, with such a model, the transition between
magnetic state and non-magnetic state is sudden. Nevertheless, when
we take into account electron-electron interactions in more detailled
fashion, the transition occurs more continuously.
III.2.B. s-d Transfer Model: Kondo Effect
Experimental study of the magnetic susceptibility of impurities
of transition within a noble or transition metal demonstrate that the
susceptibility varies more or less rapidly according to the type of
impurity and the realm of temperature considered. The behavior ob-
served is intermediate between Pauli paramagnetism and Curie law
(Xa(T-I )), In practice, an impurity is considered as magnetic within
a specific realm of temperature, when its contribution to the suscep-
tibility varies strongly with temperature. It thus appeared that the
distinction between magnetic state and non-magnntic state is poorly
defined, or rather that it only has direction for a specific realm of
temperature.
Al
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Experimental studies generally demonstrate that for a given mag-
netic impurity, there exists a characteristic temperature 8 indepen-
dent of the concentration c-in the regime of isolated impurities-and
that, for temperatures very much greater than 8, the initial suscep-
tibility obeys a Curie-Weiss law of the form:
x(T)=3kE(T+8)	 (T»8)
where u is the magnetic moment of the impurity. For temperatures
near 8, x(T) varies less rapidly than the preceding law predicts, and
becomes practically constant for temperatures very much lower than 8
(figure 35). We thus see that the magnetic moment of the impurity is
characterized by the transition from a non-magnetic state at low tem-
perature (T« e) to a magnetic state at high temperature (T» 8),
11 Y, et clxtctnl
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Figure 35. Initial sus-
ceptibility of CuFe by iron
impurity after [43].
For these alloys, the resistivity presents in general a minimum
at a temperature T  which varies little with c (figure 36), instead of
following a law of the form AT over the entire interval of low tem-
peratures.
The thermoelectrical force within these alloys is very strongly
negative; it is minimum for a temperature TPE which varies little
with the concentration (figure 37).
	
k
The s2ecific heat also presents a peak in the vicinity of a tem-
perature T  which varies little with the concentration (figure 38).
In conclusion, we can note that the physical properties of local-
ized moments isolated within normal metals present anomalies at a
characteristic temperature, which can vary from 1 to 5 according to
the physical magnitude considered. These anomalies can be explained
in the "s-d" model of interaction trasfer proposed originally by
Kondo [47].
48
r.r.,	 Figure 36. Minimum of resis-
tivity observed in copper with iron
=0 '	 impurities after [44].
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Figure 37. Variation of thermoelectrical force with temperature
for certain transition impurities in the copper and gold.
The transfer interaction model allows us to qualitatively explain
certain properties of resistivity of magnetization which can not be
explained with the Hartree-Fock approximation. This model assumes a
transfer interaction between the spin 9 of the impurity, and that of
the conduction electrons S. The Hamiltonian for transfer between a
conduction electron and the impurity will be written in the form:
42
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hsd=-JSos6(r)
where J is the integral of atomic transfer which can be positive or
negative, and 6(r) represents the fact that the interaction only took
place when the s electron is on the site of the impurity. The Hamil-
tonian of interaction between all the conductidnelectrons and the im-
purity will be obtained by summing the preceding Hamiltonians relative
to each electron of the crystal:
Kad -Eh sd(')=-JS•Zsi6(r,)
By developing the scalar product a• +S, we demonstrate that the inter-
action energy between an electron and the impurity can be separated
into two parts:
hsd=hp+hl
The interaction h jj =-JS q 6(r) maintains the components of the
spins of the impurity and of"the conduction electron according to the
quantification axis z. It is the effect of h il which we discover with
correct treatment of the diffusion of the conduction electrons through
the impurity with the Hart• ree-Fock approximation.
The interaction hl =-J6(r )(S s +S a ) describes the mutual revers-
ing of the spins of the conduction x eloc ron and the impurity ("spin
flip"). It is this transversal part of the interaction, which was
not introduced into the Hartree-Fock approximation and which is at the
origin of the effects observed.
Figure 38. Magnetic contri-
bution to the specific heat of
diluted CuCr alloys after [45].
The continuous line represents
the Bloomfield-Hamann theory [46]
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Indeed, the treatment by perturbation of this transversal part
leads to a minimum of resistivity for antiferromagnetic treatment of
the s-d interaction (J<0) and a susceptibiilty which can be approached
by a Curie-Weiss law for T>>T K (T K : Kondo temperature, with 0=4.5 TK)
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Nevertheless, the transfer model is very difficult to study for low
temperatures (T<<T ), that is to say fro temperatures where the de-
velopment by perturbation does not converge. Nevertheless, Bloom=
field and Hamann [46] have calculated the specific he4t associated
with the Kondo effect in the temperature interval 10 - <T/T R <10 .
Their numerical results give a general-purpose curve for tiie specific
heatas a function of T/T K , with a maximum at T=T K /3 (curve 38).
With this curve is associated a variation of entropy which is equal
to R Log(2S+1) where S is the spin of the impurity. This suggests at
low Eemperature antiferromagnetic coupling between the con- .fiction
electron and the moment of impurity (state of compensated spin). We
will note also that the Kondo specific heat only slightly depends on
the magnetic field; at T<<T K the theory predicts a variation of:
We observe that the behavior which we have described only ap-
peared if the alloys are sufficiently diluted so that the interaction
effects between impurities are negllgibl e 4 It is generally necessary
to attain concentrations lower than 3 . 10	 However, when the matrix
is a non-magnetic transition metal, the phenomenon extends up to
higher concentrations than in the case of normal or noble matrices:
the mean free distance covered by electrons being reduced, the noble
behavior is preserved for more significant levels of impurities [49]
[50].
Finally we note to conclude that this theory allows us to include
in a :.single diagram non-magentic impurities (high Kondo temperature)
and magnetic impurities (low Kondo temeprature). Consequently, the
following denominations will be suitable:
-Nun-magnetic impurities: impurities whose Kondo temperature is situ-
ated above the :temperature interval where the experiments are carried
out. The susceptibility of these impurities is then independent of
the temperature.
-Nearly magnetic impurities: impurities whose Kondo temperature is
contained in the experimental interval.
-Magnetic impurities: impurities whose Kondo temperature is situated
below the experimental interval, whose magnetization will be able to
be situated in strong field at low temperature.
II1.3. Effects of Interaction= Between Impurities
If we desire to improve the analysis of susceptibility and speci-
", £ic heat, we are obliged to interest ourselves, even for diluted al-
loys, in magnetic atoms which are found within a particular environ-
ment. The effects connected to the interactions between impurities
,w
	
	 are not negligible and the physical properties observed depend strong-
ly on the distance between these interactions. This is itself con-
neted tofrlee dristdncae covered by conduction electrons [51]. We can
thus consider two limiting cases:
"t
	
	 i) alloys where the mean free distance covered is low, that is to
say on the order of the interatomic distance, for which the interac-
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tions at short distance are the most significant. These interactions
at short separation distance are the most significant, for which the
interactions at long distance are dominant.
11) alloys where the mean free distance covered is significant,
for which the interactions at long distance are dominant.
Such a distinction only implies that the interactions are neces-
sarily of different nature; it simply establishes a difference, on
the one hand between the case where the perturbation is not extensive
and where impurities are close (on the order of one atomic distance)
and on the other hand, that where the local perturbation introduced
by the impurity is very extensive and where the impurities are on the
average distant from each other.
II.3.A. Effects Due to Clusters
For alloys where the interactions at long distance are negligible
the physical properties observed are relatively simple to deduce.
With these alloys, the isolated impurity often has a characteristic
temperature B], which can be very great and can also be considered as
non-magnetic. If we introduce other impurities, the probability of
existence of serveral nearest neighbor impurities is no longer negli-
gible and theinteraction effects begin to manifest themselves. This
interaction can modify in very perceptible fashion the electronic
structure of the impurities. Thus the atomFr of impurity which have
one or several other atoms of impurity wiL,,'R. their neighbors see
their Kondo temerature lower. The Kohdo temperature of an impurity
is the p a function of its surroundings [52], while many non-magnetic
diluted alloys due co the fact of a Kondo compensation become magnetic
for stronger concentrations. Most often, the phenomena which are the
center could be described as interactions between organized moments.
Within the limit of weak concentrations (c-)-0) and by assuming
that the chemical disorder is perfect, neighboring pairs of impuri-
ties (distant from R) and isolated (c.s.d. separated from other im-
purities by 2 distances r>>R) would appear with a probability propor-
tional to c . Is9lated triplets would appear also with a probability
i	 proportional to c ... These clusters would have qualitatively prop-
erties similar to those of isolated impurities, but the interactions
between impurities would occur through modification of the parameters
interfering with the susceptibility, specific heat, .. 	 Thus an iso-
lated pair of impurities (it is noteworthy that these pairs treated
are not necessarily nearest neighbor pairs of atoms) situated at a
distance R from each other will have an effective magnetic moment
u2 (R)z2u l (where Ill is the moment of an isolated impurity) and a tem-
perature B (R)xe . These clusters can play a significant role also
when the concentration is low (mean distance between "large" impuri-
ties). Thus when e 2 (R)<<e l , the susceptibility of an isolated pair,
u 2 (R)/3kB(T+e2(g)) is much greater than that of two isolated impuri-
ties (c.a.d. 2u /3k11;;(T+e )) for T'B(R). The contribution of pairs
can even be amprified if the interacKon between remote impurities is
sufficiently strong so that the condition g 2 (R) «B l is satisfied for
a large number of values of R. It is thus necessary to be very cau-
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tious in the interpretation of experimental results and to analyze
these as a function of the concentration: thus the magnetization
M(H,T) of the impurities will be separated by its contributions of
isolated impurities 'Ni, of pairs M2 , etc. ...:
M(F,T)=cMi(H,T)+r!2M2(H,T)+.,.
These effects have been observed particularly in alloys CuFe,
AuFe (53] (figure 39).
no.
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Figure 39. Magnetization of alloys CuFe: for sufficiently strong
concentrations, magnetization is not proportional to the field;
this then results from contributions of isolated impurities and pairs.
III.3.B. Order at Great Distance Between Isolated Impu rities
When the concentration c of impurities increases, a given impur-
ity interacts with's large number of other impurities distributed at
random. At the level of impurity considered, this assemblage of in-
teractions can be expressed by a perfectly defined molecular field,
but whose intensity and orientation varies with the impurity. This
molecular Zield is thus random and on average zero by reason of the
oscillating character of the interaction (R.K.K.Y.), if however we
have not perturbed the distribution by an exterior magnetic field.
If the temperature of the experiment is largely greater than the
Kondo temperature of the alloy so that the existence of moments is
ensured, particualr characteristics would appear according to the
53
concentration regime. We will roughly distinguish three types of re-
gime before the transition toward ferromagnetism:
i) glass regime of spins where the effectsof : magneti.sm are negli-
gible.
ii) mictomagnetic regime and superparamagnetic regime where the
interaction-9e.ffects at long distance and those of magnetization are
comparable; these lastbecoming preponderant in the vicinity of the
paramagnetic
-
ferromagnetic transition ( We will speak a little of the
superparamagnetic regime in relation to PdFe alloys in the following
paragraph).
a) Glass Regime of Spins or Magnetic Glass
At sufficiently strong concentrations so that the couplings are
dominant but sufficiently weak so that the effects of clusters are
negligible, the experiments clearly demonstrate the properties deriv-
ing from coupling between impurities; we summarize them below:
1) Curie-Weiss susceptibility for high temperatures:
C
X-3kH(T+e)
i
with, in the majority of cases, B negative (anti - ferromagnetism).
This negative paramagnetic temperature is also proportional to the
concentration.
2) Maximum of susceptibility for a temperature T M proportional
to c which is also more pronounced than the measurements carried out
in weak field ( figure 40%,
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3) At
dM
(X = dH I H=0)
low temperature, a magnetic susceptibility in zero field
independent of the concentration ( figure 41).
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Figure 41. Inverse of ini-
tial susceptibility	 dM
-X =dli [l=0
as a function of temperature for
alloys CuMn: at low temperature,
is independent of the co n cen-
tration [51].
Key: 1- Concentration % at of Mn.
/474) specific heat proportional to T and independent of c when
T+O K and presenting a maximum (figure 42).
Figure 42. Specific heat of
alloys AuFe through iron impurity
"--w	 between 1.2 and 4.2°K [51].
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We owe Blandin [26] and Marshall [55] the idea of an aleatory
molecular field H distributed according to a probablity p (H, T, H )
(H being the field applied), in order to explain on the basis of n-
teractions R.K.K.Y. (that is to say oscillating and varying by 1/r )
the behavior of the magnetization and the specific heat as 'a function
of the data H , T and c at low temperature. Indeed, from these hy-
potheses, we demonstrate ([26] [51]) the relationship, with T=0 and
He=O:
i
c ' p ( C ,c')=cp(H,c)
The number of impurities which cross the field H (with a= c  )
for the concentration that is equal to the number of impurities which
cross the field H for the concentration c. With these conditions, the
physical properties should not change if we also multiply by a the
temperature T and the exterior magnetic field H, energetic parameters
describing the action of the outside world on tree system. It is thus
that we arrive at the laws of scales governing the specific heat:
C =f( He T)
c	 c,c
and the magnetic moment:
M	 He T
c' g(
 c'c)
where f and g are functions common to all the alloys of a same family.
Besides, we demonstrate well within the limit of low temperatures,
that the magnetic susceptibility tends toward a finite value at T=0
and that the specific heat is proportional to T.
Certain points nevertheless remain obscure, particularly the fact
that Blandin and Marshall make use of an Ising model (and not a Hei-
seinberg model) and the discrepancy which exists between the maxima
of susceptibility and specific heat. Other models have been developed
recently [56] [57] in order to overcome these difficulties, but with-
out definite success.'
Although experimentally it is difficult to obtain distinct iso-
lated impurity-coupled impurity regimes, the properties which we are
going to describe have been well verified for two alloys: gold-iron
[43] and copper-manganese.
E
Q ) Mictomaenetic Regime
When the concentration of impurities increases in an alloy or the
interactions at long distance are dominant, the effects connected to
clusters become significant; the system is then characterized by the
coexistence of interactions at long distance and interactions at
short distance; these last becoming more and more significant when c
increases.
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The experimental characteristics observed are approximately the
same as those of glass-magnetic alloys, but the scale law is no longer
represented. These experimental results can be interpreted by the ex-
istence of a great numberof.moments which are not oriented at random
due to interactions of nearest neighbors whcch are either ferromagne-
tic or antiferromagnetic, even if the impurities are distributed at
random within the alloy. We then observe properties which lead to a
mixture of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic properties more complex
than the "magnetic' glass state.
Given the complexity of the problem, little theoretical work has
been carried out on this subject. Kouvel [58] has given a model based
on the mutual interactions between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
realms in order to interpret the magnetic properties (maximum suscep-
tibility at a temperature T : temperature at which the anisotropism
of the antiferromagnetic realms 	 disappeared) of CuMn and AgMn alloys.
4. Problem of Impurities Within Matrices With Reinforced 	 /48
Up to now, our discussion has been confined to problems of impur-
ities within normal and non-magnetic transition matrices. We have
seen that the physical properties of such systems would depend on the
type of impurity and realm of temperature considered. If any of the
systems which we have to treat are not magnetic, we have seen that 	 -
one of them (FeAl) was indeed nearly magnetic. It is thus necessary
for us to study the particular case of alloys for which the suscepti-
bility of the matrix is reinforced bytransfer in a significant fashion.
We will interest ourselves, in the rest of this paragraph, with Pd -Ni
alloys on the one hand, and Pd-Fe on the other hand, which present
great resemblance with the FeAl alloy.
Chouteau, Tournier and Mollard [59] have studied, through mea-
surements of magnetization, the effects of interactions within Pd -Ni
alloys and have demonstrated that isolated nrnms and pairs nre nnr
magnetic. These results demonstrate that the transition toward the
magnetic state is made within Pd -Ni alloys in non-homogeneous fashion.
PdFe alloys have been studied by numerous methods [60], including
by the Mossbauer effect and by diffusion of neutrons, techniques giv-
ing the distribution of magnetization within the space. Thanks to
these techniques, we possess a very clear view of the problem: the
local moment on an iron atom polarizes the matrix in its vicinity such
that the gigantic moments which result from it being coupled in order'
to produce ferromagnetic order of long distance between on very low
concentrations of iron ( for 0.5% at. of iron, the Curie temperature
has already reached 15°K). There exist several evidences which at
very low concentrations of such gigantic moments are coupled in indi-
rect fashion through interactions of R.K.K.Y, type, producing lenses
of spins [61]. Trousdale, Longworth and Kitchens [62] have demon-
strated that measurements of diffusion of neutrons are in agreement
with the measurements of Mossbauer effect on the order• . of magnitude of
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the transfer interaction (a: from 6 to 6.5 R). The diameter of the
sphere of polarization a of an iron atom, given by Mossbauer effect,
is determined from the hyperfine field histogram, where the transfer
field is Gaussian (J aexp(? /2Q ), where r is the mean distance be-
tween first neighbor iron and an iron atom at the origin). Clark and
Meads [63] have made, through Mossbauer effect, measurements of hyper-
fine field within an applied magnetic field (45 kOe). In order to
analyze their results, they have taken a hyperfine field He of the
form:
He-H sat BJ(y)
where H t is the hyperfine field at 0°K and B J (y) a Brillouin func-tion wien 	 811BJ
Y = k T K
B
J is the spin associated with the cluster and K is the real mol-
ecular field in a certain state of polarization. This field can be
put in the form:
K=H+XC He
sat
where H is the exterior field applied and Ao0 the molecular field
which is connected to the Curie temperature Tc:
3k T
AaO=g1lB(J+1)
}	 These relationships assume a homogeneous approach to the problem.
In fact the temperature T deduced by this method are in disa-
greement with the usual magnetic measurements of Curie temperature.
This divergence underlines the non-homogeneous nature of the transi-
*_ion toward the magnetic state of the alloy. Measurements of magne-
tization as a function of the concentration were thus necessary.
This general problem of non-homogeneous transition toward ferro-
magnetism assumes detailled analysis of concentration of the physical
properties studied, both for diluted and concentrated alloys. It is
with this pathway that the study was made for our alloys.
I1I.5. Study of Magnetism of Non-Stoichiometric Compounds
III.5.A. Study of Alloys Co l+xALl-x
a) Introduction
The studies carried out by various authors on the CoAl compounds
have generally been developed in parallel with those of the CoGa sys- 	 /49
tem which presents similar properties. Nevertheless, for this last a
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more detailed study of concentration has been carried out since the
paramagnetic realm is more extensive (0.89<T<1.07), where T represents
the ratio of atomic concentration of cobalt to that of gallium). On
the other hand, the joint study of structural defects-gaps and sub-
stitutional cobalt which exist simultaneously within the CoGa alloy-
and of magnetic properties has allowed us to clearly determine the
nature of magnetic impurities which interfere with this compound. In
the case of CoAl, such a study has not been able to be entirely ac-
complished. As we will see, the phenomena appeared within a very re-
stricted realm of concentration above stoichiometry. From this fact,
the relative precision on the concentration in defects is much lower.
For the assemblage of both compounds, experiments for transport
properties and susceptibility at low field have demonstrated Kondo
type behavior for low deviations from stoichiometry. This behavior
is characterized by:
-a minimum of resistivity toward approximately 25°K [64];
-negative thermoelectrical force [64];
-negative magnetoresistance [65];
-negative paramagnetic temperature independent of the concentra-
tion in substituted cobalt atoms (c) [65].
Beyond these conclusions, a fine analysis of magnetization and
magnetic susceptibility has been long planned. The authors have first
sought to include in a single madel-diluted alloys and more concen-
trated alloys giving rise to ferromagnetic behavior-and to analyze
uniformly-susceptibility on the one hand, magnetization at saturation 	 =_
within the ferromagnetic realm on the other hand, by using a single
type moment whose concentration was assumed to be the concentration
of substitutional cobalt. In the case of CoGa, where the concentra-
tions are well known, they result in a strong concentration with a
constant value of moment associated with these atoms, on the order of
6 to 7 YB , but at lower concentration, this value decreases [66] [67].
Indeed, Sellmyer and Kaplow [68] have demonstrated that the non-linear
variation of magnetization at saturation as a function of the concen-
tration in substituted cobalt, could be interpreted by attributing
different values to the moments carried by isolated atoms, neighboring
atom pairs,.,, These uuLhurs find a very low value of the moment
for isolated Coa l atoms and for apirs, only clusters of three atoms
having a noteworthy moment.	 y
The situation has been clarified, at least in the realm of low
concentration, by Amamou and Gautier [69] [70]. These authors have
studied the CoGa compound by a magnetization technique in strong
field, as we have done for the CoAl alloy. Their experimental re-
sults can be summarized in the following fashion:
i) an isolated cobalt atom on the gallium sub-lattice (B) is
non-magnetic and does not contribute in significant fashion to mag-
netization;
1 We will designate the extra transition atoms on the aluminum (or
gallium) sub-lattice (B) by TB. The sub-lattice of transition atoms
will be designated by A.
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ii) isolated triplets CO B are magnetic, but the variation of
magnetization as a function of the field and temperature of such
clusters is close to that of magnetic pairs in the realm studied;
iii) isolated pairs Of COB are magnetic solely when the corre-
sponding atoms have their four neighboring sites A in common (first
neighbors). Pairs of atoms COB second neighbors are nearly magnetic;
iv) clusters including 4 or more CO B are magnetic;
v) finally, certain Co A atoms (belonging to the cobalt sub-lat-
tice) are nearly magnetic when they are located in the vicinity of
isolated magnetic paris and isolated triplets.
With this interpretation, only Co A atoms occurring in a parti-
cular environment and nearly magnetic portions have Kondo behavior,
characterized by negative paramagnetic temperatures on the order of
10°K.
These results demonstrate that measurements of magnetization can
	 /50
be connected in quantitative fashion to the concentration of COB
atoms. The formation of nearly-magnetic and magnetic impurities is
interpreted with a model of local surroundings primarily making the
cobalt atoms interfere on the gallium sites which leads us to asso-
ciate different values of moments to each type of impurity.
In the case of CoAl, the situation has not been clarified up to
here. The best established results are those of Sellmyer et al. [65]
which with an analysis with a single type of moment 2 gives a value
of 5.9 pB in the paramagnetic realm. These results are nevertheless
doubtful. since they assume that the concentration in gaps is negligi-
ble in comparison to the concentration in substituted cobalt and cor-
respond besides to a realm where the deviation from stoichiometry is
known with poor relative precision. We will nevertheless retain the
measurements of Sellmyer et al., a negative and constant paramagnetic
temperature which these authors have found equal to 28°K.
We finally note the results under low field (H<12 kOe) of Par-
thassarathi and Beck [71] concerning two samples of nominal concen-
tration Co0.5 A10 . 5 and Co0,48A10.52 which have been analyzed accord-
ing to a law with two moments:
2 I a model with a single type of magnetic moment, the initial suscep-
tibility XO is written in the form: Xo=X'+CCW (1). X represents
TT -e
the susceptibility of the matrix and non-magnetic impurities; CCW
and 0 represent respectively the constant and Curie temperature of
magnetic impurities. If c and p are the concentration and magnetic
moment of such impurities, the Curie constant is then written in the
form: C
C 2 (k
B is the Boltzmann constant). The magnetization
W-
B
M(H,T), when the impurities are saturated (uH/k BT »1), is written:
M(H,T)=M O+X'H (2) with M o=cµ. The susceptibility X', concentration c
and moment N of magnetic impurities can thus be deduced from equa-
tions (1) and (2).
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Such a description which introduces
justable parameters presents a low degree
we observe several inconsistencies:
-A (molecular field for type 1 moments)
most diluted alloy;
-u2 (mean moment assoicated with clusters
greater for the most diluted alloy;
a very large number of ad-
of confidence. Moreover,
is much stronger for the
of large dimensions) is
-concentration c  is the same for both alloys.
An analogous analysis has been given by these authors for CoGa
alloys which do not appear, even when we can judge them, in good
agreement with the conclusions of Amamou (according to Parthassarathi
and Beck, the isolated Co B atoms were nearly magnetic).
R) Our Experimental Results
In order to study the CoAl system, we have undertaken measure-
ments of specific heat under field between 1.2 and 20 K and suscepti-
bility in low field between 4 and 300 K. The measurements have been
carried out on four alloys, of which two present a concentration in
cobalt slightly greater than the stoichiometric concentration (B and
C), a third sample, designated A, being of slightly lower concentra-
tion; the fourth (D), being a little more concentrated than B and C,
already presents at low temperature a large number of ferromagnetic
clusters. These measurements have been completed by measurements of
magnetization in strong field between 1.5 and10 K for fields going
up to 55 kOe for samples B and C, and through measurements of speci-
fic heat under field of 57 kOe between 1.2 and 8 K for sample C.
We will only give here estimated chemical concentrations, the,
mehtods of analysis not allowing us to attain this magnitude with all
the precision required. These estimations are obtained from nominal
concentrations at the start, corrected for a very low weight loss
which we assume due solely tn'the evaporation of aluminum during pro-
duction of the samples. Knowledge of the chemical concentration is
insufficient in order to attain the concentration of aluminum sites
occup''ke'd by cobalt atoms. This magnitude can be obtained from density
measurements. Unfortunately, we have not been able to carry them out
on a single sample so-that it has been necessary to melt into the
form of rods, bubbles being included in the specific heat sample.
Measurement of the - 9ensity for sample C gives a bracket for this con-
centration (2-5 . 10 ).
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1) Measurements of Magnetization and Susceptibility
We first describe the general analysis of our results:
-at low temperatures 1.5<T<10 K and at a given temperature T, M(H,T)
is linear for fields lower than several hundred Oerstedts, then ap-
peared a gradual approach to saturation (figure 43), The appearance
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of this last is made even more rapidly when the cobalt concentration
is high and when the temperature is low;
-at high temperature, the susceptibility (figures 44-45) ceases to
decrease and tends toward a quasi-constant value, undoubtedly associ-
ated with the susceptibilty of the matrix and possible non-magnetic
substitutional cobalt atoms,
Figure 43. Magnetization as function of the magnetic field at
several temperatures for alloys CoA1 B
 and CoA1C,
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Figure 44„ Variation of initial susceptibility X0 (e) for the CoA1C
alloy as a function of the temperature. The curve (+) represents the
variation as a function of the temperature of the susceptibility of
the matrix (Xm ) and the Kondo contribution (X').
In order to interpret the different terms which contribute to
magnetization, we have used the method of Amamou [70] which appears
to us more physical than that of Parthassarathi and Beck. However,
the imprecision on the concentration of defects (extra cobalt atoms).
has not allowed a detailled study of magnetization as'a function of
the concentration. Nevertheless, we demonstrate that our results are
also interpreted in consistent fashion, for temperatures included be-
tween 1.5 and 300 K, by defining without ambiguity three terms:
-a term X m H very little dependent on the temperature, which repre-
sents the magnetization of aluminum atoms and non-magnetic cobalt
atoms;
-a term proportional to the magnetic field X'(t)H and varying accord-
ing to C'H/(T-e') for T>>e'. It is attributed to nearly magnetic co-
balt atoms;
-finally, a term varying closely with H/T, Mmag (H,T) which results
i	 63
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Figure 45. Variation of the initial susceptibility X C (o) for the
COAL alloy as a function of the temperature. The curve (+)
represents the variation as a function of the temperature of the
susceptibility of the matrix (Xm ) and the Kondo temperature (X').
from the contribution of magnetic cobalt atoms whose characteristic
temperatures are notably lower than 4.2 K.
The magnetization measured is then written in the form:'";
M(13,T)= XmH+X'(T)H+Mmag(H,T)
In the vicinity of H=O, we can define an initial susceptibility:
C
r	 ma	 <
X O -Xm
+X (T)+T
-
e
in which Xm+X'(T) and 
C
Tmd are defined by:
C am (H T) I	 _ 
a
aM tH,2^ I
7^'^'e	 aN	 H=o //H:..
term of magnetic clusters M 	 (II,T) (figure 46) is not rigorously
a function of II/T. This is why TPhas been analyzed according to the
empirical model of Maley and Taylor (72) by introducing a character-
istic temperature 0. The temperatures found are negative and very low
(<1 K) and decrease when the concGnt• ration increases. Also, the value
found for S increases when the concentration increases. Besides, and
this despite the introduction of the temperature 0, magnetization does
not follow exactly a Brillouin law. The term which we treat un-
doubtedly corresponds to an entire spectrum of different local con-
figurations; magnetization should be written in completerigor in the
form of a sum of Brillouin functions whose weights vary with the con-
centration, each associated with a particular configuration. The
values of moments which we calcualte are thus only mean values. The
fact that 0 decreases when c increases indicates that the Kondo tem-
perature decreases with the dimensions of the defect with which it is
associated;	 ,
- the separation between Xm and X' =T-0 , is made at high temperature
after deduction of the term for clusters C Mag (figures 44-45). We
find the same value of 0' for all the samples.
Figure 46. Magnetization as a function of T	 of CoA1 B and CoA1C
alloys (the symbols • and a designate respectively the points
originating from measurements with T=1.55 K and T=4.2-K.
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The values of the different terms which we arc going to determine
are given in table 47 for samples B and C.
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,,Whe determination of ci has been obtained from a density measurement.
It is possible to determineor this slightly sub-stoichiometr•ic
sample an estimation of c l p' if we assume that the defects of
,,,,4reater order do not interfere.
The Curie constant G ' determined for the sample is relative to two
types of defects (indeed for this sample, measurements with oP:ong
field and at low temperature have not been made).
Key; I-Cobalt level;2-Concentration of c 2 clusters;3-Clusters.
At the inside of the I7ra6cet of concentration given earlier, the
Curie constants found with the hypothesis where the nearly-magnetic
term is associated with isolated cobalts, leads to acceptable values
of S' W-2). On the contrary, defects of higher range urould lead to
abnormally high values of S'. The values retainLe for S' allow us to
assume that the cobalt atoms substituted for aluminum atoms polarize
their eight nearest neighbors in a manner similar to that observed
with PdPe [73).
The preceding results call for several supplementary remarks:
a) the analysis which we have adopted for the susceptibility included
a term very little dependent on the temperature which must not be
neglected for relatively diluted samples. This term contributes ap-
proximately 75% to the susceptibility at ambient temperature of sam-
ples B and C.
Contrarily to that which we observe most often, this term is not
independent of the concentration and appears to increase proportionaly
to c	 it thus appears that the susceptibility of the matrix was
modified. This effect  undoubtedly expresses a modification of the
local susceptibility on the cobalt atoms near cobalt atoms in irregu-
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iar sit-s (Co ) and could be the result of the fact that the suscepti-
bUity .f CoA is already considerably reinforced (c.f. §II.4).'
b) TId paramagnetic temperature 0 which we have found (7.5 K) is ap-
proxime,=Jy three to four times l9wer than that which Sellmydr gives
(28 K). Our +'alue nevertheless appeared more consistent with the ex-
periment, the difference with Sellmyer therefore originating aboveall
from the introduction of the term X  which expresses for the assem-
blage the susceptibility of the matrix and not from experimental dis-
agreement. We also observe that the law which we have taken for the
susceptibility remains verified over a very extensive realm of tem-
parature, while we would attain notable divergences for T=T K . This
last point would merit an explanation.
c) The preceding results underline the difference between the COAT
and CoGa alloys: indeeq, the isolated impurities formed by substi-
tutional cobalt atoms are nearly-magnetic in the case of CoAl, while
this type of impurity does not cdntribute in significant fashion to
magnetization in the case of CoGa. For this last, the Kondo contri-
bution originates from certain neighboring pairs of CO B atoms or CoA
atoms at the periphery of magnetic clusters.
2) Specific Heat of CoAl Alloys
The resud'ia of magnetization of the preceding paragraph have
demonstrated ca us the existence of magnetic clusters of high moment-.
Before analyzin.- the results of specific heat of CoAl, we willthus
recall the laws which govern the specific heat associated with an
isolated magnetic moment of large quantum number S in the presence of
an cxtcriox field or a field of anisutropism.
The system constituted by a magnetic moment in the presence of a
magnetic field H is represented by a regularly spaced-assemblage of
(2S+1) levels of 8p BH. For temperatures such that the population of
the highest levels is negligible (k BT<<(2S+1)gp BH), we can extend the
2,+1 levels to infinity without modifying the system. We then find
ourselves in a system equivalent to a harmonic oscillator where the
specific heat is described by a law of Einstein wits: a characteri.scic
temperature 6 F equal to glipHIIc B I 	With the limit where T>>e E we find	 /56
the law of Du Ong and Petit where the specific heat per moment is con-
stant and equal to 3k B' As Schroder and Cheng [74] have demonstratedthis result Is found particularly in the case of magnetic clusters in
the presence of a field of anisotropism when S is sufficiently large.
We then observe a constant heat equal to nR, where n is the molar
concentration of the moments considered, for the temperature interval:
9P HA<<kBT<<(2S+1)gu B IIA where HA is the field of anisotropsim. Typi-
ca 1y the field of anisotropism for iron is approximately 700 G, which,
leads to an Einstein temperature on the order of 0.07 K,. This result
demonstrates that it is possible to observe experimentally a constant
specific heat for a sufficiently large S, with a portion of the tem-
perature interval explored (1.3-4 K).
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Table 48. y: 2 J/K 2 mole;	 (i:
J/K mole;	 (3	 K	 .7	 1 u	 1 0,
Measurements of specific heat outside field have been carried out
on the four samples. Conf• ormingt•) , the results obtained with the mag-
netizations, our analysis has been made according to the law:
C=YT+RT 3 (1+S'T 2 )+f(T) 1
where f(T) is a magnetic anomaly of low temperature which is the ob-
ject of our study.
We have assumed that the specific heat of phonons did not vary
for the four samples (a and R' constant). The results are reported
in table 48 and are represented in figures 49-50 which clearly demon-
strated for A, B and C:
-considerable increase, apparently proportionalt.o the Curie con-	 /57
stant C', that is to say to the concentration of nearly-magnetic de- 	 —
fects, from the term of electronic specific heat;
-anomaly at low temperature corresponding to the term f(T) and in-
creasing with the concentration.
r
r 4	 10'^
The term f(T) presents a maximum for T=4°K; it must correspond
to the sum of the terms of specific heat associated with isolated Kon-
do Co B atoms and with magnetic clusters.
In order to attempt to separate with this anomaly the part of the
Kondo term and that of the clusters, we have carried out on the sample
C a measurement of specific heat under field (H=57 kOe).
First we will consider the terms of clusters:
-Under field, gU BH_7.5 1c B ; thus toward 1.5 K the specific heat mea-
sured is C=c R(1-0.85), where c 2 is the concentration of magnetic de-
	 e'y
fects deduced from measurements of magnetization (curve' 51). For 10
K, C=c 2 R. The term of clusters has thus almost completely disap-
peared toward 1.5 K under field.
1 ThS specific heat of phonons has been developed beyond the first term
	 yrp
((3r ) in order to include the results up to 20 K. 	 *',
'c
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Figure 49. Specific heat of Co
'
^ xA1 1 _ x
 alloys in mJ/I^ pear mole CoAl,
after deduction of an arbitrary term 14
. 10	 T .
i
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Figure 50. Magnetic specific heat f(T) in mJ/K per mole CoAl.
—Outside field, we are ensured, for probable values of the field of
ani •sotropism H , that gll H <<k T in the.entire temperature interval
of the experiment.	 But ^2AI1)gu BHA >>kBT is not verified for 10 K.
We thus observe:
1) The fact that f(T) was only reduced approximately 40% by admission
of the field, proves well the existence of a notable Kondo term (curve
5.2).
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Figure 51. Magnetic specific heat of clusters for:
II a=5 kOe; 11 e=
	 k0e (CoAl C
 alloy).
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Figure 52. Variation as a function of the temperature for different
fields of the magnetic term of the specific heat of the alloy CoA1C.
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2) The difference at 1.3 K between the values of the term of clusters
under field and outside field is necessarily lower than 0.85 c 2 R(this value is attained if the field of anisotropism is sufficiently
high so that we have (2S+12g11v H »1.3 k	 Now the limit is less than
approximately 50% with the deviation 	 observed between the two manip-
ulations (curve 53). This assumes that the Kondo specific heat varies
slightly with the field or that the concentration of magnetic defects
has been underestimated.
3) We observe that the maximum of the Kondo specific heat, obtained
after deduction of the cluster term from values of f(T) under field,
is surprisingly high (4 K). Indeed, the theory of Bloomfield and
Hamann (c.f. §III.2.B) leads to a maximum toward Tttcc/3, being toward
0.5 K. In fact, this theory is relative to S=j an y[ can only give an
approximative value of the maximum of magnetic specific heat. On the
other hand, if as has been suggested by the preceding remark, the
concentration of the clusters had been underestimated-this could have
been due to non-homogeneity of the samples-it would be possible to
reduce the temperature of its maximum by increasing the contribution
of the clusters. Indeed, in the hypothesis where the Kondo term does
not vary under_4ield, we can estimate a concentration of clusters e-
qual to 6.1.10 , which leads to a slightly lower Kondo temperature
(3 K). The value .thus deduced is intermediate between that given by
the theory of Bloomfield and Hamann and that obtained by Selmyg!x:..
Co^.
qo Met
.
y
Figure 53. Variations as a function of the field of the specific
heat of the CoAlrr alloy. The curve (o) represents the variation
under field of the Knodo contribution.
4) The difference toward	 10 K is inversely related experimentally and	 /59
its absolute value is limited in upper value	 by c 2 R	 (the value c 2.R
being attained if we assume that at this temperature, 	 the specific
heat of clusters is eliminated in the absence of field	 (kBT>>(2S+1)
' 9PBHA)'
From results under field,	 we can estimate the variation of en-
tropy AS associated with the Kondo anomaly of low temperature.	 The
a
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specific heat of the clusters under field [75] calculated from magne-
tization data is represented Sn figur3 e 54 for alloy C. By drawing
from curve 53 the terms yT+RT (1+0'T )+C 
cluster (curve 55) (on this
same curve we have reported the results corresponding to the hypothe-
sis of a Kondo term not varying under field), we obtain the variation
under field of the Kondo Specific heat. Estimation of A S from this
curve leads to AS=3.4 . 10 R. If we adopt for the concentration_sf
nearly-magnetic defects (c l ) the value from table 47 (c 1 =2.8+10 )3
and for the spin of isolated cobalt atoms S'=2, we find AS=4.5 . 10 R,
in good agreement with the result measured. This last point demon-	 /60
strates that our results are interpreted very well with the hypothe-
sis of Kondo behavior for nearly-magnetic isulaLed cobalt atoms. On
the other hand, the curve obtained, with the hypothesis where the
Kondo term does not vary under field, is very little different from
that which we are going to describe (figure 55). This remark demon-
strates the significance of the contribution of the Kondo term with
the anomaly f(T) of low temperature.
!p^.A fr Sd{VSO (ki^^'yt^
.^ x
10	 ^G.^._..._..^e.^.w—	 rtes _...
Figure 54. Variation as a function of T 2 of the specific heat
of clusters for H=57 kOe.
vrc no
t
e that the 
i
ncrease of 'i wi t h the cobalt concentra
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on ^vuB
is undoubtedly an effect of resonance type which we should be able to
clearly demonstrate if the density of additional states associated
with cobalt Co overlaps the Fermi level, at least for T>T gg , that is
to say here be pween 10 and 20 K. The joint existence of tSis term and
the Kondo term has not been clearly demonstrated up to now, either
since alloys were too diluted (CuCR [761), or experiments have not
been conducted beyond T  (CuFe [77]).
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Figure 55. Estimation of AS
from results under field. The
curve % is deduced from mpnetiza-
tion results (c 2=4.34 . 10 - ). The
curve • has been graphed with the
hypothesis where the Kondo term
does no^ vary under field (c2=
6.1 . 10	 ).
i
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The value found is nevertheless very large ( = 200 mJ/K 2 mole per
unit of concentration). However, as we have also clearly demonstrated
a reinforcement of the susceptibility of the matrix, it perhaps is
necesssary to put together two effects: either that it is a question
of an increase of the density of states distributed on the cobalt
atoms close to C1 B , or that we have reinforcement of the specific heat
connected to effects of fluctuation of spins.
In conclusion, our study underlines the significance of effects
of local surroundings when it is a question of explaining the magnetic
properties of CoAl alloys. lie have seen how the atoms in irregular
crystallographic situation form localized moments within a non-magne-
tic matrix and how these moments formed interact with conduction elec-
trons. We note that the Kondo effect has been observed up to concen-
trations on the order of 17, while in normal matrices the concentra-
tion never exceeds loo of impurity. This result is a result of the
low distance between d-d interactions; we have to treat here a Kondo
problem in a transition matrix where the mean free distance travelled
of electrons is much lower than in a mormal matrix. An additional
stage was the study, at stronger concentration, of the interaction be-
tween isolated Co B atoms or between clusters in order to form a magne-
tic state and the investigation of the nature of this state.
III.5.B. Study of Fe 1+xAl l _x Alloys
a) Introduction
The study of the properties of transport and magnetic susn p pti-
bility in low field made on FeA1 alloys in the vicinity of stoichio-
metry, demonstrate that the observed behaviors are different from
those of the CoAl and CoGa alloys and that besides, they can not be
interpreted in a Kondo model. The characteristics are the following
[78]:
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-no minimum of resistivity;
-a positive thermoelect - ic power;
-a negative magnetoresistance which increases in absolute value with
temperature;
-a much more significant magnetic susceptibility than that observed
for CoAl alloys (approximately a factor of 10).
At higher concentration ( 52<c<67, were c is the atomic concen-
tration of iron in %) the experiements of Mossbauer effect [79] [80]
demonstrate that the system is organized magnetically: the iron atoms
in regular position are carriers of a very low moment (low value of
hyperfine field) with the difference of iron substituted for aluminum
which are carriers of a significant moment. Moreover, the experiments
of susceptibility make appear a maximum as a function of the tempera-
ture and a paramagnetic temperature which varies linearly with the ex-
cess iron concentration [ 81]. It is a question, either as Huffman as-
serts, of an antiferromagnetic order, or, more likely, of a system
dominated by R.K.K.Y. couplings of glass-magnetic type. As Sellmyer
[78] indicates, the assemblage of experimental results is in agreement
with this last hypothesis and probably implies antiferromagnetic coup-
ling between the extra iron nearest neighbors (negative transfer inte-
grals).
Concerning diluted alloys, however, fine analysis of the suscep-
tibilities and magnetizations has not been made, either since the
authors have used a model with a single type of moment, or since they
have only carried out measurements in weak field or at high tempera-
ture. Sellmyer at a^. ^781 have analyzed heir susceptibilities in
the form: X=X 11+aT ]+ T_a . The term of T of the band susceptibility
is justified by the presence of a high Stoner coefficient in the ma-
trix. The value of a found appears strongly negative and independent
of the concentration in the entire interval where no magnetic organi-
zation of the moments appeared, at least in the realm of temperature
explored. Since it is not reasonable to believe that it could be a
question of a Kondo temperature-this would be in contradiction with
the transport properties observed and would make PeAl a more extensive
system of magnetism than CoAl-we can believe that the concentration of
substituted iron has not in fact varied in the interval of concentra-
tion considered, from the fact of atomic disordering and that 6 is the
expression of R.K.K.Y. coupling between impurities. These results
merit verification,since the measurements have been made at 10 kOe and
at low temperature, where the effects of saturation are already signi-
ficant: neglecting them leads to underestimation of the susceptibility
at low temperature and consequently displacement of 6 toward negative
values. We nevertheless take the results of Sellmyer et al., a value
of 7.8 
uB of the effective moment of the iron atoms substituted for-3
aluminum in the paramagnetic sLaLe and a Pauli susceptibility of 10
uem/mole.
Beck and Okamoto [82] have analyzed their magnetization by in-
cluding two types of moments:
^a
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The first term represents the contribution of clusters, whose concen-
tration is x=334 . 10- and whose moment is large (2111 R ). The second
includes a Curie-Weiss term attributed to isolated substitution31
iron. The estimated concentration of substituted iron is 6,10 -
 by
making the hypothesis of a moment of 2.2 P  for the assemblage of mag-
netic iron atoms (isolated atoms and atoms belonging to clusters),
This analysis leads to values le	 <16 1 1, which signifies that it is a
question in the spirit of the au?hors of antiferromagnetic coupling
and not Kondo effect, We observe as well the appearance at low con-
centration of clusters whose moment has a very high value, which ac-
cording to the hypothesis of Okamoto and Beck would contain approxi-
mately half the Fe RR atoms and would be constituted of iron atoms
coupled ferromagneEically, is in contradiction with the sign of coup-
ling between nearest neighbor atoms of substituted iron (Fe B ) and more
generally with the oscillating character of the interaction, at least
to permit the chemical constitution (and not statistical) of clusters
of iron atoms.
These same authors have studied between 1.5 and 4.2 K under zero
exterior field the specific heat of several FeAl samples. They find
a specific heat which follows in very satisfactory fashion a law of
the form: A+yT, the term of the phonons being negligible in this
range of temperature by reason of high specific heats obsegved. The
values of A=Rx give a concentration of clusters of 500 . 10 , a number
which compares well-e n gugh with that obtained through the results of
magnetization (334 . 10 ). From the fact of the constancy of the mag-
netic specific heat, it is possible to know the order of magnitude of
the field of anisotropism by referring to figure 56 which gives for
J=10 the value of the specific heat as a function of the coefficient:
SUB HA
R	 BT
If must be such that the values of R for T=1.5 and 4.2 frame the
maximum of the curve. This gives for H A=120000 Oe (t20%).
Our Measurement on the Alloys Fe 1 +xAll-x
The study of these alloys is more delicate than that of Co 1+x
A?.	 alloys from the fact of thermodynamic constants: on the one
hand, extension of the side rich in aluminum of the R' phase is con-
siderably more reduced than for CoAl; on the other hand, it appears
that for FeAl thereexists, besides the structural defects already
considered (transition gaps, transition atoms substituted for alumi-
num) aluminum atoms substituted for iron, since in this case the
atomic radii of the two constituents are very close. From the fact of
these two constraints, it has not been possible to reduce as much as
we would have desired the concentration in Fe atoms, Two alloys have
nevertheless been studied (designated 3 and 65 after various thermal
treatments (rough-cast (T), reheated (R), hardened from variable tem-
peratures in a fashion to vary the concentration in Fe  atoms (0)).
This study has been carried out through combined measurements of mag-
netic susceptibility in weak field and through measurements of speci-
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Figure 56. Variation of the specific heat of clusters for S=10 as a
function of the coefficient R= guBHA
k B T
fic heat outside field, for the different samples. Moreover, this
study has been completed by measurements of magnetization under strong
field (H=55 kOe) and specific heat under field (H=40-57 k0e) for the
sample 3R. It has not been possible for us to measure the density of
samples with sufficient precision in order to determine the concentra-
tion in Fe  atoms, which would not appear to be justified. The values
found are nevertheless sufficiently low sothat it is necessary for us
to admit that the magnetic defects described later and corresponding
to a value of S on the order of 2 are attributable to isolated Fe 
atoms.
1) Susceptibility and Magnetization
General analysis of our results leads to the following observa-
tions:
-at low temperature (1.5<T<10 K), the curves M(H,T) (figure 57) are
linear for fields lower than several hundred Oerstedts, then appeared
to gradually approach saturation. This occurs even more rapidly when
the temperature is low;
-at high temperature, the susceptibility (figure 58) ceases to de-
crease and tends toward a quasi-constant value, undoubtedly associated
with the susceptibility of the matrix or with possible non-magnetic
substitutional iron atoms.
/63
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Figure 57. Magnetization of the FeAl 3R alloy as a
function of field for several temperatures.
We have interpreted these different results as in paragraph
III.5.A. Analysis leads us to distinguish two terms in magnetization
and susceptibility:
-a term X H, very little dependent on the temperature, associated with
the matrix;
-and a contribution of magnetic iron atoms finding themselves in a
particular environment Mmag(H/T).
The magnetization thus measured is of the form:
M(Ii,T)=Xm(T)H+mag(H/T)
The M	 (H/T) component is saturated at 55 1cOe and 1.5 K, al-
though at THs temperature, it has been possible to determine & and
consequently by difference: M	 (H/T). At higher temperatures (4.2
10 K) the magnetic contributio mMs not saturated, it is thus not pos-
sible to carry out the same procedure; we can nevertheless determine
X (4.2) and X(10) if ' m
	
is still a single function of H/T. Figure
5e demonstrates tha  this ganalysis is possible. tL'.leads to values of
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Figure 58. Variation of initial susceptibility (curve •) as a
function of temperature for alloy 3R. Curve (o) represents the
variation as a function of the susceptibility of the matrix.
X (4.2) and X (10) included between the values, themselves very
close, of Xm (1m55) and of susceptibility at ambienttemperature.
Tile very slow decrease of X with temperature results from the high
value of susceptibility of Tile matrix (c.f. 5II.4.B). Indeed, the re-
sults of figure 59 demonstrate that M 	 (H/T) is not a Brillouin law.
It is nevertheless possible to obtain mgbod agreement by superimposing
two Brillouin laws:
A4
mg9 (Hlr) = xl Ds; (k^.S; ) +xi dy 3 f k^ J 51)
where x2 =3 (or 6)x 1 2 , that is to say with the hypothesis where x 
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Figure 59. Magnetization as a function of H/T of the 3R alloy
after deduction of the contribution of the matrix term.
Corresponds to a concentration of isolated Fe atoms and x a concen-
tration of pairs. Indeed, the form of the curve M 	 (H/T)? prescribed
to take for S values included bet can 2 and 3, thT as g furnishes a
bracket of values of x 1 around 10 - , if, as the measurements 3 of den-
sity demonstrate, the concentration in Fe  is less than 5 , 10 , any
otheN configuration wuld have a much lower probability of appearance:
<10	 for pairs, <10 - ) for triplets, ...t, numer.#cal analysis led to
the following values:
c
2,1.10" 301 1,3J•10.s 24 first neighbor
2
!/ Ila(2,!N4(Y° CwI_2,0-ios	 9 second neighbor
S'	 r,	 Xv
444	 7,Q%G71fr4 K^ : 1,17. 10' 
s	
Sl	 1 5
2r first ne i ghborb
z,z
^1^'e•:0'' 'G^	 2.ip1 118,2 second neighbor
The value of S 1 corresponds to a moment of 5 u much greater
than the usual value for metallic iron (2.2 u )
	 ere is thus polar-
ization of iron atoms of the matrix. This phenomenon has already been
observed in the case of CoAl: we discover the same result, however
with a value of S a little smaller and aboveall disappearance of the
Kondo phenomenon. The difference is also considerable for pairs which
give us this time very large values of S. By reason of the remarks
made in the introductory paragraph, we can reasonably believe that
these pairs are mostly pairs of second neighbors Fe (second and
fourth line of the table following the value of S i. adopted above..
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2) Specific Heat of FeAI Alloys
The measurements of specific heat on sample 3 (rough-cost and re-
heated), sample 6 (rough-cast, reheated and hardened from 1000 and
150°C) are given on figures 60 and 61. The measurements as a func-
tion of the field (H=0, 40, 57 kOe) for sample 3R are given on figure
62. By referring to results of magnetization for this sample, it is
possible to calculate the specific heat of clusters under field (11=
40, 57 kOe), the field of anisotropism being then weak in relation to
the exterior field. Under zero exterior field, this specific heat
can be quantified by parameters as a function of the field o9 aniso-
tropism Ii A, The analysis made by taking S I m2 and x 1=2.08 10 (mag-
netization value) are manifestly unsuitable: after deduction 3f the
magnetic term, the specific heat does not follow the law YT +RT in the
interval 1.4-2 K and it is not possible to find a value of the field
of anisotropism 11 A which gives reasonalbe 3agreement with the experi-
mental results at H=0 and the law C=YT+RT +C
cluster L.B. (Law of
Livingston and Bean for clusters, c.f. [75].
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Figure 60. Specific heat of Fe 1+xAl -x alloys (3) in m,T/^ mole FeAl,
after deduction of an arbitrary term 6T+0.007 T .
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Figure 62. Specific heat- of 3R alloy for several valued of the
field. The c . yves a, b, c represent respectively the contribution
T+ T for the valuee 0, 40, 57 kOe of the field.
On the contrary, if wo admit that the sample is not perfectly
homogeneous and that we permit values of x 1 different from those
found earlier, while keeping S 1 =2, the agreement is excellent: we
find for the three values of the field the same value of Y giving a
comparable Deb ye temp-rature ( 6 =690 K), but slightly greater than
that of CoAl (e =630 K). However, measurements of elastic constants
would be necessary in order to verify the values thus retained for the
FeAl alloy. The values of Y are close, but very slightly different.
These variations as a function of the field from the linear term of
specific heat indicate perhaps a contribution of glass-magnetic type
[83] connected with observations made on more concentrated alloys.
An interpretation of these variations based on effects of fluctuation
of spins appears on the contrary to be excluded, since it would lead
to a decrease of Y according to the law:
=^	 7=to ^. '^I y^
 )*]
(T f designates the temperature of fluctuation of spins) which was
no observed. The optimum value of the field of anisotropsim is in-
cluded between 12 and 15 kOe; it is on the same order as that which
the analysis of Okamoto and Beck implicated„
The preceding calculations have been carried out on the 3R sam-
ple. The corresponding value of the field of anisotropism H (15 k0e)
can be reused in order to analyze the specific heat outside Leld of
other samples. Reasonable agreement is obtained for the least con-
centrated samples (6R and 6T) (curve 63); on the contrary, we observe
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Figure 63. The solid curves represent
the variation as a function of the tempera-
ture of the specific heat of clusters for
the most diluted samples (6R, 3R, 6T).
The dotted curve represents the specific
heat of clusters calculated after [75] for
a field of anisotropism of 15 kOe for sam-
ple 3R. The horizontal strokes represent
the experimental error bars. The solid
curves for 6R and 6T have been graphed with
the hypothesis of a constant ratio between
the concentrations of clusters in relation
to sample 3R (points •). The squares (C1)
represent the experimental results.
for the other samples (3T, 60 1.000 and 60 1150) a decrease of the spe-
cific heatas a function of temperature much slower than that calcu-
lated earlier for H A=15 k0e and S=2. This result undoubtedly results
from the progressive constitution of clusters of greater dimensions.
Finally, we note the good agreement which appeared between the mea-
surements of magnetization at slightly higher fields and the specific
heats for sample 6R (table 64).
I YfMJ/mola)	 x Xp (u¢M/mole) X0x
TaR	 z3R
3R i 20,02	 1	 t 9.0740'4 	 j
6R f4 41,83	 ^µ 1.Od 9,89 .10'4	1109
6T ! 23,7	 1,13	 -
s	
;
Figure 64.	 /69
Conclusion
The results which we have obtained for FeAl are considerably dif-
ferent from thole which we have announced earlier for CoAl: indeed,
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the extra isolated atoms are magnetic this time. The value of the mo-
ment associated with this type of defect is slightly higher than for
COAL and manifests notable polarization of the atoms of the matrix.
This effect is in agreement with the high value of the Stoner coef-
ficient given in paragraph II.4. The assemblage of results of speci-
fic heat under field and magnetization are in good agreement with
this description; we also note the constitution of most significant
moments organized around pairs of atoms of extra J.ron in position of
second neighbors. The difference between CoAl and PeAl would cer-
tainly have been more marked at the level of the value of clusters of
great dimension if the coupling between extra atoms and been of
ferromagnetic type (as is the case with CPAl). The assemblage of our
results is in very good agreement with the results found earllier on
the matrices.
c
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